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Intelligent Agent For £-Commerce Abstract 

ABSTRACT 

The objective of this project is to develop a s ~tcm that can assists a user to make 

decision in online transactions for residcntiul houses. In order to achieve this objective, 

an intelligent agent will be built where it will help the user to find relevant information of 

the houses based on they requirement. Furthermore, a prediction tool will also be 

developed to predict the price of the required house on the market. Artificial neural 

network will be used here, where the LVQ network is used to build the system. The 

neural network wi ll be implemented in the filtering module and the prediction module of 

the system. Matlab has been chosen as the software to develop the network since it 

contained the neural network toolbox and the database toolbox to import and export dntn 

to the Mntlnb environment. After implementation, the system is supposed to 1)1.;rform two 

tasks and that are to provide user with relevant information of the required house nnd the 

predicted price of the house in the current market. 

The system has been built, and the implementation processes where, how the neural 

network and the interfaces arc developed arc described in details. Afler that. thc system is 

evaluated to ensure that it hns met thl! goul set earlier. I lcrc, the system strengths and 

limitations will be discussed. Finally, a conclusion of the system on the whole is 

presented at the end of the report. 
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Intelligent Agent For E-Commerce 

CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Chapttr I: Introduction 

This introductory chapter gives n description or purpose of the project and problems to be 

solved. The significance and rationale of the project will be discussed here. Furthennore, 

the system functions, limitations and its assumptions will also be dwelt into later in this 

chapter. 

I. I Project Dejltrition 

Since the creation of search engine, the task of finding information on the Internet has 

become easier. Unfortunately, there arc still some problems, which this tool cannot deal 

wi th. Most of the time when we find information using a search engine, we arc hound to 

get some irrelevant information or in some cases information not related nt nil to what the 

user demanded. The search also returned a large amount of URL related to the query and 

the user has to browse every one of them to get what they want. This task is very time

consuming and they may not find what they want. To overcome this problem, an 

intelligent agent is built to retrieve relevant infonnation and display them to the user. 

This project is aim nt building an intelligent agent that collects infonnation from the web 

to assist users in decisiotHnaking. 

The <lomuin of this project is on the houses. This ugcnt 1s used to help the u er to rctncvc 

only relevant informution required by the user from the Internet. Beside tlus, a prediction 
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tool will be built as to assist user in decision-mnking. Artiticinl ncuml m:twork approach 

wi ll be used in developing thi ~ system in which the l VQ nctw >rk is chosen as the neural 

network to he used. 

1.2 Objective 

The main objective of this project is to develop an agent that is intelligent enough to 

collect relevant information from the World Wide Web based on the user requirements. 

This yet to be built agent wi ll be concentrated on the domain of houses, which are 

avai lable online. The housing development in Malaysia is progressing very fast especially 

for the last few years. Because or th is, a lot of housing developers and property agent$ 

had put their web site on the Internet for the purpose of providing informution nbout the 

houses that are for sale to the users. 

I louses arc built everywhere through out the country and it also come in vnrious si7es and 

types. In order to search for a particular kind of houses, the user have to consider the 

locution, types, sizes, prices, and so on. This proved to be a time-consuming task 

especially if the user searches using search engine on the Internet because It will only 

returned the URL of the sites. They may have to browse through many web sites to get 

whut they want und in some cases the sites provided is not relevant at all to what the user 

required. Even though the sites urc relevant, user still has to go to the c . itcs to compare 

the pnccs. locution nnd so on. 
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This problem can be solved using un intelligent ngcnt to help the user searches for what 

they want. This agent will represent the user to do the . enrching on the lntcrnet and it will 

display the result based on the houses locntion, prices, si1es, nnd so on which are specify 

by the user. User just has to submit the query and the agent wlll help them to find what 

they want. When the results are returned, the agent will display the list of the related URL 

based on the user requirements. When the agent is working. user can do some more 

enjoyable task while waiting for the result. The query entered by user will also be used to 

predict the price of the specified house. The rationale of this project is to build an 

intelligent agent for the above purpose. 
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1.3 Scope 

The function of th is system is to provide an agent to hdp tJ1e u~~rs to search for a house 

on the web based on their requi rement. Basically. the ngent will help the user in decision

making based on the predicted prices of the products. 

This system has its own limitations. The domain covered in this system is on houses. The 

searching will be conducted on the houses available only in Malaysia. 

The output of the system will display the following information of the products: 

I. Information of the houses such as: 

• Property type 

• Price 

• Arca 

• Related URL 

2. Predicted market prices of the houses. 
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1.4 Project Schedule 

The Gann chart below shows the schedule of this project 

1 'I J<l'I 2000 .AA 2«JO I ,,,.., 200C I Sep2«JO 
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1.5 Chapter Overview 

Chapter I: Introduction 

This chapter introduces the project in n general view and the rationale of the project. It 

also states the scope of the system. 

Chapter II: Literature Review 

In this chapter, the areas cover in this project will be discussed. Furthermore, the existing 

system is also covered here. 

C hapter Ill: Methodology 

For this chapter, the methods that are used to gather data and information for this project 

will be reviewed. Also in the chapter, the types of prototyping und sofiwnrc use arc.' 

discussed. 

Chai>tcr IV: System Design 

The system design will be presented in chapter IV where the system dnta flow diagram is 

shown here. The architecture of the neural network will also be shown here. 

Chapter V: Syl'tcm Implementation And Testing 

This chapter wi ll discuss about the steps and methods taken to implement the system that 

was designed in previous chuptcr. Aller that, the discussion of the system testing w11l 

follow in which 11 few kinds of testing the system is presented. 
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Chapter VI: System Evaluation And Conclusion 

In Chapter Vl, the system huilt will be cvnluntcd. The criteria thnt will be evaluated are 

system strengths, limitations and future enhancement. FClr the conclusion part, the 

problems encountered during the process of the ~ntire system nnd knowledge gained will 

be stated. The overall conclusions of the system will be the final part in this chapter. 

The following chapter will discuss about the areas related to this project and the analysis 

of some existing system will also be covered. 
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CHAPTER II 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

This chapter wi ll discuss about the meaning and overview of some areas covered in the 

project literally. The major areas that will be covered are as follow: 

• Artificial Intelligence's Approaches 

• Artificial Neural Network 

• Intelligent Agent 

• Electronic Commerce and The Internet 

2. 1 Artificial Intelligence's Approaches 

Artificial lntclligcncc (Al) is the studies of how to make computers do things, which, nt 

the moment, people do better l 1]. 

There are many problem-solving approaches in artificial intelligence and some of the 

popular approaches arc heuristic (Rule-of-Thumb), fu1.zy logic, case-based reasoning, 

genetic algori thm, artilicinl neural network, etc. 

Three approaches can be applied to this project and that includes Case-Based Reasoning 

(CBR). Genetic Algorithm (GA) and Art ificial Neural Network (ANN). Each of these 

approaches wi II be introduced here to give a general idea about iL 

ANN will be discussed in section 2.2. 

K 
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2. I .1 Case-Based Reaso11ing 

Computer systems that solve new problems hy nnnlogy with old ones arc often called 

CBR. A CBR system draws its power from n large case library, rather than from a set of 

first principle [I j. In other words, the CBR system expertise is embodied in a library of 

past cases, rather than being encoded in classical rules. Each case typically contains a 

description of the problem, plus a solution or the outcome. When a problem is solved, it 

is automatically stored in the case library. 

All case-based reasoning methods have in common the following process: 

• Retrieve the most similar cases comparing the case to the library of past cases. 

• Reuse the retrieved case to try to solve the current problem. 

• Revise and adapt the proposed solution if necessary. 

• Retain the final solution as part of a new case. 

Since the appearance of CBR, it has been applied in a wide rnngc of domains such as 

diagnosis, help desk, assessment, and decision support, design and so on. When using 

CBR, the need for knowledge acquisition can be limited to cstnblishing how to 

characterize cases. CBR allows the case-base to be developed incrementally, while 

maintenance of the case library is relatively easy and can be carried out by domain 
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2.1.2 Genetic Algorithms 

Genetic algori thms arc search procedures thut use the tnl.'Chanics of natural selection and 

natural genetics. The genetic algorithm, fi rst developed hy John H. Holland in the l 960's, 

allows computers to solve difficult problems. It uses evolutionncy techniques, based on 

function optimization and artificial intell igence. to develop a solution. The basic 

operation of a genetic algorithm is quite simple to understand (5]. 

Most symbolic Al system is very static. Usually, these systems are designed to solve one 

speci fie problem. If the given problem were somehow changed, these systems could have 

a hard time adapting. The algorithm that would have originally led to the right solution 

could be either incorrect or less efficient. Genetic algorithms were created to combnt 

these problems. These systems are based on natural biological evolution. Their evolution

centered architecture allows them to perform searches much more cfliciently then most 

symbolic Al systems. 

A GA's first step is to generate a large set of random possible solutions sets to a given 

problem (this is analogous to chromosomes). It then evaluates each of those solutions, 

and then decides on a "fi tness level" for each solution set (or chromosomes). The more 

"fi tter" a certain chromosome is, the more likely it is to mate and reproduce. The theory 

behind th is is based on natural selection. In biology, species that are more "fit" or adapted 

to their environment have a higher chance of surviving, and thus reproducing. When each 

pair of solution sets (chromosomes) reproduce. their offspring becomes a combinat ion of 

the purent solution sets. The composition of the mother solution set is mixed in with the 
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father solution set The solution sets from tlK' nc'\t !~cnc1 :H H'll thl·n t!}ltlak .md rl·producc 

in the same fashion, .1ust as lhc11 parents had l'hi :-. l.'H' j l' 1.' {lll{1m1c" qn and on, until one 

chromosome 1s found to ha\c th1.· dcs11cd solutilltl :-1.' t , l ~l! il' d1romnsomc would have the 

most cfos11ahlc fitncs'i level 
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2.2 Artificial Neural Network 

In this section, the general understanding and history of ANN will be discussed. Then it 

will be classified into a few categories and the how the ANN works wilt also be shown. 

Finally, the back propagation learning methods and the Leaming Vector Quantization 

network wi ll be dealt with. 

2.2.J lntroducti011 

The fundamental processing clement of a neural network is a neuron. This building block 

of human awareness encompasses a few general capabilities. Much is still unknown 

about how the brain trains itself to process information, so theories abound. In the human 

brain, a typical neuron collects signals from others through a host of fine structures called 

dendrites. The neuron sends out spikes of electrical activity through a long, thin stand 

known as an axon, which splits into thousands of branches. 

At the end of each branch, a structure called a synapse converts the activity from the n.xon 

into electrical effects that inhibit or excite activity from the axon into clcctricnl effects 

that inhibit or excite activity in the connected neurons. When n neuron receives excitatory 

input that is sufficiently large compared with its inhibitory input, it sends a spike of 

electrical activity down its axon. Leaming occurs by changing the effectiveness of the 

synapses so that the influence of one neuron on another changes. f igure 2.1 below show 

a biological neuron in a humnn bruin. 
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t 
Axon 

Dendrites 

Figure 2. 1 A Biological Neuron 

Artificial neural networks are parallel computational models comprised of densely 

interconnected adaptive processing units. These networks arc fine-grained purnllel 

implementations of nonlinear static or dynamic systems. A very important feature of 

these networks is their adaptive nature, where "learning by example" replaces 

"programming" in solving problem [21. 

The term "neural network" describes a class of models, which appear under different 

names in the literature: neural networks, neural computation, artificial neural systems. 

conncctionist models and parallel-distributed models [31. 
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This artificial neural network is comprised of various neurons ronm .. -ctcd by its weight. 

These neurons arc modeled after the biological neuron shown nh<.we. Figure 2.2 show the 

architecture of a basic artificial neuron. 

Xz 

lnptts x 
n 

Proce881ng 
Bement 

Weigtb "'n 

I • L"' 
1 

x i Sunmelion 

V = 10) Transfer 

Oltptt 
Palh 

f-igure 2.2 A Basic Artificial Neuron. 

An artificial neuron is a basic processing element of a neural network. Refer to the nbovc 

fi gure the various inputs to the network is represented by X (n). This input is analog to 

the dendrites of a biological neuron. Each of this input is multiplied by n connection 

weight W (n). This product will be summed together and send to u transfer function to 

generate u result. There arc many different transfer functions, which can be used such as 

hard limit, pure lincnr, log-sigmoid, etc. 
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The neural network can consist of a tot or luycrs. A single lnyer is combined of one or 

more artificial neurons. Figure 2.3 below shown n simple neural network with three 

layers namely input layer, hidden luycr nnd output tnycr. 

HOOEN 
LAYER 
(thfrt mav bt H Vtrl l 

hlddtn lavtr•) 

Figure 2.3 A Simple Neural Network Diagram 

2.2.2 Classiflcatlon 

There arc many kinds of neural network based on their learning algorithms and network 

topologies. Basically, there arc 2 major learning algorithms in ANN. which are 

supervised learning nnd unsupervised learn ing. Network topologies in ANN arc divided 

in two categories. which consist of feed forward and feedback network. 

Ench of this kurning methods und network topologies will be discussed below: 
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Learning Algorithm 

One of the most significant attribute of ANN is its to lenm by interacting with its 

environment or with information source. Lcnrning in a neural ~twork is normally 

accomplished through an adaptive procedure. known ns n learning rule or algorithm, 

whereby the weights of the network are incrementally adjusted so as to improve a 

pn.:defincd performance measure over time [2]. Currently, learning rules can be divided 

into three main types. These three types are supervised, unsupervised and reinforced. 

I) Supervised Learning 

f n supervised learning, the network is trained on a training set consisting of vector pairs. 

One vector is applied to the input of the network; the other is used us a "target" 

representing the desired output. 

2) Unsupervised Learning 

Unsupervised learning, sometimes called self-organization requires only input vectors to 

train the network. During the training process the network weights arc adjusted so that 

similar inputs produce similar output. This is accomplished by the training algorithm that 

extracts statistical regularities from the training set, representing them us the values of 

network weights [ 4 J. 
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3) Reinforced Learning 

Reinforcing learning is unlike the other two learning mc.!thods mentioned above, where 

network is trained with sample outputs. Instead rcinforc~d lcnrning use punishment and 

reward to train the network. This method is similar to humnn training an animaJ to 

perform some specific task by giving it reward or punishment. First, the network is 

presented with a sample input and the network computes what it thinks should be the 

sample output. Then the network is supplied with a real valued judgment from the 

teacher. If the value is positive, then the network will receives a reward and vice versa. 

After this, the weights arc adjusted and the process continues. 

Network Topology 

There arc two major kinds of network topology, which arc feed forwurd and feedback 

neural network. 

I) Feed forward Network 

In a feed forward neural network, the connections between units do not fonn cycles. Feed 

forward neural networks usually produce a response to un input quickly. Most feed 

forward neural networks can be trained using a wide variety of eflicient conventional 

numerical methods in addition to algorithms invented by neural network researchers. 
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2) Feedback Network 

In a feedback or recurrent neural network. then! Ill'\! cycles in the connections. in some 

feedback neural networks, each time an input is presented. the nettrnl network must 

iterate for a potentially long time before it produces a response. Feed back neural 

networks are usually more difficult to train than feed forward neural networks. 

The two learning methods are closely connected with a certain network topology. Below 

is the list of the names of neural networks based on the order of learning method and 

network's topolot:,'Y. 

The classifica tion of neura l networks according to learning rules and topologies. 

l. Supervised learning (i.e. with a " teacher"): 

i. Fc<.-dback Nctwor~: 

a). Brain-State-in-a-Box (BSB) 

b). Fuzzy Congitive Map (FCM) 

c ). Boltzmann Machine (BM) 

d). Mean Field Annealing (MfT) 

e). Recurrent Cascade Correlation (RCC) 

f). Back propagation through time (BPTI) 

g). Real-time recurrent learning (RTRL) 

h). Recurrent Extended Knlmun Filter (EKF) 
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ii. Feed forward-only Networks: 

a). Perceptron 

b). Adaline, Madaline 

c). Back propagation (BP) 

d). Cauchy Machine (CM) 

e). Adaptive Heuristic Critic (AHC) 

t). Time Delay Neural Network (TONN) 

g). Associative Reward Penalty (ARP) 

h). Avalanche Matched Filter (AMF) 

i). Backpercolation (Pere) 

j). Artmap 

k). Adaptive Logic Network (ALN) 

1). Cascade Correlation (CasCor) 

m). Extended Kalman Fi lter (EKF) 

n). Leaming Vector Quantii.ation (LVQ) 

o). Probabilist ic Neural Network (PNN) 

p). General Regression Neural Network (GRNN) 

2. Unsu1>erviscd learning (i.e. without a "teacher" ): 

i. Feedback Network.,: 

n). Addit ive Grossberg (AG) 

b). Shunt ing Grossberg (SG) 

19 
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c). Binary Adaptive Resonance Theory (ART!) 

d). Analog Adaptive Resonance Theory (J\RT2. ART~R) 

c). Discrete I lopfiekl (DJ I) 

f) . Continuous I lopficld (Cl I) 

g). Discrete Bidirectional Associative Memory (BAM) 

h). Temporal Associative Memory (TAM) 

i). Adaptive Bidirectional Associative Memory (ASAM) 

Chaptt>r II: Literature Review 

j). Kohonen Self-organizing Mapf fopolo&'Y-preserving map (SOM!fPM) 

k). Competitive learning 

ii. Feed forward-only Nets: 

a). Learning Matrix (LM) 

b). Driver-Reinforcement Learning (DR) 

c). Linear Associative Memory (LAM) 

d). Optimal Linear Associative Memory (OLAM) 

c). Sparse Distributed Associative Memory (SOM) 

f). Fuzzy Associative Memory (FAM) 

g). Counterprogation (CPN) 
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2.2.3 How ANN works 

Artificial neura l networks arc made up of many art ificinl neurons connected together by 

some weights. In an artificial neuron there are actually seven important components that 

make an ANN functional. The scven components are weighting factors, summation 

function, transfer function, scaling and limiting, output function, error function and 

learning function. 

1) Weighting Factors 

A neuron usually has many input vectors and each of these inputs has its own relative 

weights. The function of the weight here is to give the impact input has on the summation 

function. The weight in the neuron has the same function of the synaptic strength in a 

biological neuron. There is a measure of input's connection strength. In some cnscs. some 

input may be important than the others, thus the weight of these important inputs is 

strengthened to provide a response to the network. In order to get an uppropnate 

response, the network can be trained by adjusting its weight. The weighting factors is an 

important feature in ANN where a network is trained to perfonn some specific tasks by 

changing the weight. 

2) Summaation Function 

The weight and input ofa neuron can be represented by (wl, w2, ...... , wn) and (ii , i2, 

.. .... , i3) respectively. The totul input signul of the neuron is the product of these two 

components where Input I 

ull these input. Total input 

it •wt. lnput2 i2•w2 and so on. Total input is the sum of 

lnpull t lnput2 1 ...... 1 lnputn. Other thnn summation, 
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these each input can be combined in many others wnys bcforu it is pnssed to the transfer 

function. The combination is depended of the network architecture and paradigm. 

3) Tran~fcr Function 

The result of the summation function will be passed to the transfer function to produce an 

output. In the transfer function, the summation is compared to some threshold value to 

determine its output. The threshold or transfer function is nonnatly non-linear but linear 

function was used in early works, which make it not very useful because input is just 

proportional to the input. Shown in figure 2.4 are some of the transfer functions used in 

ANN. Noise may be added to the transfer function to bring out more brain-like transfer 

function because noise is the temperature of the neuron and thus can affect the ability to 

think. 

" 
~ I 

........................... 

---..----~ " (l 

.. .......... ·:-r····· .. 
a /1(1rdIi111 ( n) 

Hard Limit Transfer Function 
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a I"' rel 111 f 111 

Linear Transfer Function 

(/ 

lZI 
. I 

(/ IO}.!\i~(ll) 

Log-Sigmoid Transfer Function 

Figure 2.4 Example of Transfer Functions 

4) Scaling and Limiting 

This is just an additional process to scale and limit the result from the transfer function. 

The scaling is just a process to multiply the transfer value and add an offset to it. For the 

limiting process, the scaled result is limited to some upper or lower value. 

S) Output ll'unction 

Every output cun be cun be connected to many other neurons. Usually, the output value is 

the direct vulue from the trunsfcr function but in some cases the output is modified to 

incorpomte competition umong neighboring processing clements. 
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6) Error Function and Back-Propagnted Vnlue 

The difference between the current output and the dcsin!d output is calculated and this 

raw error is transfonned by the error function to match particular network architectures. 

2.2.4 Back propagation 

Back propagation is a form of supervised learning for multi-layer nets, also known as the 

generalized delta rule. Error data at the output layer is "back propagated" back to earlier 

ones, allowing incoming weights to these layers to be updated. It is most often used as 

training algorithm in current neural network applications f3 ]. 

A back propagation network starts with a set of random weights and it adjusts its weight 

every time it sees an input-output pair. Each of the input-output pair will go through two 

steps: a forward pass and a backward pass. In the forward pass, the network is presented 

with sample input and let the activation flows until it reached the output layer. Then in 

the backward pass, the network actual output is compared with the target output and in 

the meantime error is computes from the differences between these two outputs. When 

the error is estimated, the weights connected to the output unit are adjusted to reduce 

error. Then the error thnt is estimated is used to derive error estimates in the hidden layer. 

Finally, errors arc propagated back to the connection stemming from the input layer. The 

tmining process cun be summarized us follow: 
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1) Initialize weight (randomly). 

2) Repeat for each pairs in the training set the following steps: 

i) Apply input vectors. (f.orwnrd pass) 

ii ) Calculate output vector. 

iii) Calculate the error at output layer. 

iv) Adjust weight layer by layer to reduce the error (backward pass) until 

performance is satisfactory. 

2.2.5 Learning Vector Quantization (LVQ) network 

Learning vector quantization (L VQ) is a method for training competitive layers in a 

supervised manner. A competitive layer will automatically learn to classify input vectors. 

1 lowcvcr, the clac;ses that the competitive layer finds are dependent only on the distuncc 

between input vectors. If two input vectors arc very similar, the competitive lnycr 

probably wi ll put them into the same class. There is no mechanism in n strictly 

competitive layer design to say whether or not any two input vectors are in the some class 

or different classes. L VQ networks. on the other hand, learn to classify input vectors into 

target classes chosen by the user. The architecture of the network can be found in 

Appendix f'. 

An L VQ network has a first competitive layer and a second linear layer. The competitive 

layer lcnrns to classily input vectors in much the same way as the competitive layers. The 

!incur layer tmnsfomlS tho competitive luyer's classes into target classifications defined 
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by the user. We wi ll refer to the classes teamed by the competitive layer as subclasses 

and the classes of the linear layer as target classes. 

The competitive transfer function accepts a net input vector for a layer and returns neuron 

outputs of 0 for all neurons except for the winner. tlte neuron associated with the most 

positive element of net input n 1. The winner' s output is 1. If all biases are 0 then the 

neuron whose weight vector is closest to the input vector has the least negative net input, 

and therefore wins the competition to output a 1. 

IYQ learning Rules 

L VQ learning in the competit ive layer is based on a set of input/target pairs as below: 

( P1· •1 ). ( Pz· lz ) ..... ( Pc; t (J) 

Each target vector has a single I. The rest of its clements arc 0. The I tells the proper 

classification of the associated input. For instance, consider the fo llowing training pair. 

Herc we have input vectors of three clements, and each input vector is to be assigned to 

one of four classes. The network is to be trained so that it will classify the input vector 

shown above into the third of four classes. 

To tr.iin the network nn input vector p is presented, und the distance from p to each row 

of the input weight matrix IW ( I, I } is computed. The hidden neurons of layer 1 compete. 
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Suppose that the ith element of n I is most positive. nnd neuron i• wins the competition. 

Then the competitive transfer function produces n I ns the i• th element of n I. All other 

elements of a I wi ll be 0. 

When a l is multiplied by the layer 2 weights LW {2, l }. the single l in a 1 selects the 

class, k• associated with the input. Thus, the network has assigned the input vector p to 

class k• . Of course, trus assignment may be a good one or a bad one. We will adjust the 

i*th row of input weights IW {I, I} in such a way as to move this row closer to the input 

vector p if the assignment is correct, and to move the row away from p if the assignment 

is incorrect. So if p is classified correctly, the new value of the i*th row of lW { 1, I} are 

computed using the equation below: 

l I I. I I I 
... 1w (tl) •,.IW <'I I J+ u (p(q' r•w ( q 1)) . 

On the other hand, if pis classified incorrectly, 

the new value of the i*th row of IW {I, l } are computed using the equation below: 

... •w' I ( q ) - ,. rw l. I ('f - I ) - U( p( q) ,.rw'· I ( I( - I )) 

Such corrections move the hidden neuron towards vectors that fa ll into the class for 

which it forms a subclass, and away from vectors, which fa ll into other classes. l l 7J 
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2.3 Intelligent Agent 

An agent is a soflware entity which has some degree of nutonomy. cnrries out operations 

on the behalf of a user or another program, nnd in this process, represents or has 

knowledge of the user's goals and wishes [6]. 

2.3.1 Wl1at ls An Agent? 

The intelligent agent is a concept that has been around for approximately 25 years. The 

definitions of an agent fall everywhere along a continuum~ from simple macro in which 

the user enters a few parameters to truly intelligent agents, which demonstrate learning 

ability and artificial intelligence. Currently, most intelligent agents fall somewhere 

between the former description and the middle ground of the continuum. Jn general. 

though, all agents seem to have some similar characteristics. 

An example of an agent task would be if the user wished to find the lowest price for a 

specific item, such as music CD. Rather than the user having to explore the Internet for 

endless hours trying to locate the least expensive price, the agent would be free to do as 

he wished. Monitoring the search would not be necessary and a list of low prices with 

store identification would be returned. 

The qualities of an agent can be broken down further into three main dimensions: agency, 

intelligence, and mobility. Agency describes the degree of independence. which an agent 

exhibits. At the least. the agent must be able to operate on the Internet while the user is 

disconnected or not in the procoss of interacting with the World Wide Web. The most 
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basic agent represents the user in some way and proceeds to complete a task with that 

information in mind. More complex agents can int<!md with other programs and data. 

Eventually, as the field of artificial intelligence continues to grow, this independent agent 

will be able to cooperate with others agent in a mutually beneficial way. 

Intell igence is the amount of learned behavior and possible reasoning capacity that an 

agent may possess. At the most basic level, the agent may follow a set of rules that are 

pre-defined by the user. The agent can then apply these rules to the Internet at large. An 

agent who followed a model would demonstrate the next level of intelligence. A user 

model would not have to be as specific as a set of rules and would include a plan to 

retrieve the infonnation as well. Finally, the most intelligent agents will be able to lcnm. 

They wi ll also be able to adapt to their environment, in terms of user requests nnd the 

resources available to the agent. These agents may even make their own relationships 

with other agents and create new agents with higher reasoning capabilities. All of this 

interaction will benefit the user by providing better information; yet will be invisible to 

the user. Basically, their needs will be met and the agent will have taken care of the 

details. 

Mobility is the dimension, which makes agents useful in Internet applications, yet poses 

many privacy and security issues. An agent can be static and reside on the client 

computer to manage and gather information on that one machine. A more mobile agent 

muy be composed on one computer und then sent to another to gather data. It then returns 

the dntu to the client nnd is sent out to guther another piece of infonnation. This pattern 
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repeats until the agent has exhausted the search pammctcrs or tht! user ~tops it. This 

arrangement has the advantage of good security. 

The other option related to mobility is an agent which travels from computer to computer 

gathering information, but does not return to the client computer until it has collected all 

of the requested data. In other words, this agent accumulates and carries the data in the 

process of its search. While security is not as good on this form of agent, it will have the 

distinct advantage of allowing agents, which have similar information and goals to 

interact. There may even be places where the agents will "meet" to share information and 

collaborate on their individual quest for data. 

2.3.2 Tile Difference Between Searclt Engine and Jntelllgent Agent 

At first glance, search engines such as Yahoo, Lycos, and WebCmwlcr seem to match 

some of the capabilities of basic agents. The key difTerence though is that un agent is 

more interactive and can accomplish many tasks at many different locations. For 

example, if searching on a keyword using a search engine such as Yahoo, user will get a 

list of matches. User can then follow those links and possibly get their information. If 

user were to use an agent, on the other hand, the agent could submit the user kcyword(s) 

to many search engines, follow the corresponding links, and gather the information, all 

without any intervention from the user. 
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2.3.3 Shopping Agent 

An agent can be applied in many domains such ns in industrial application, medical 

application, commercial, application and so on. Ever since the growth of e-commerce, 

shopping online has become a popular way to buy things. Consumers are confronted with 

information overload when they go shopping on the lntemet. Consumers want to be able 

to find a broad selection when looking for a product: however, the selection must be 

edited down to reasonable and manageable proportions. This editing feature is the job of 

the intelligent agent. Without this editing feature, buying a simple music CD would be 

quite an experience. 

Barga inf inder is an intelligent agent which shops for the lowest price of a CD. Although 

BargainFinder has made a valiant effort, there have been problems. The speed is not 

superior, and it lacks the ability to retain knowledge. Another problem is that many 

companies do not want to be judged on price alone, causing them to block BargninFimJcr 

from their site [9]. 

Firefly also helps the user find music, but it is more sophisticated in that it learns the 

user's musical preferences. Firefly asks users to rate a number of different music artists, 

then it suggests other types of music that the user might like. The suggestion is based on 

correlations with what other people say they enjoy listening to, versus using artificial 

intelligence. Firefly could be used in conjunction with 13argainFinder, or even better, 

combined. If this was implemented, user could have the agent suggest a title and then 

find the best dcul on the CD 11 01 
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2.4 Electronic Commerce and Tile I11tem et 

Internet is a wide area network connecting thousunds of distmrntc networks in industry, 

education, government and research. The Internet network uses TCP/IP as the standard 

for transmitting information 181. 

The Internet began with the development of ARPANET and subsequent support by the 

Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) for the development of 

additional networks to support military users and government contractors. At the 

beginning, Internet is used for communication through e-mail between the employees in a 

corporation. I lowcvcr many companies now are starting to do business over the Internet 

because it provides a greater opportunity for business expansion and more simplified 

transactions. Thus, electronic commerce is a new chapter in the context of Internet. 

Electronic commerce is defined as any form of business or administrative transaction or 

information exchange that is executed using any information and communications 

tcchnolob1Y (JCT). Following this definition, information on these pages includes the 

latest technologies for enabling trade over the internet, the more established practices of 

conventional EDI (electronic data interchange) and bar coding, as well as the business 

reasons for implementation of these technologies 171. 

Electronic commerce represents a market worth potentially hundreds of bi llions of dollars 

in just a fow years und provides u tremendous opportunity for businesses in various areas. 

It connects business process between various entities in a company supply chain, 
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resulting in reduced processing costs and enabling nppropriotc uccc~~ to business partner 

systems. 

Today, electronic commerce is evolving into a more cost-effective and powerful way to 

do business whereby goods and services are exchanged for value on the Internet. This 

new paradigm of doing business has enabled companies to market and sell their products 

all around the world in 24-hours a day. 

Recent significant progress in Artificial Intelligence for e-commerce includes: 

1. Practical shopping agents, including Web portal services, which use knowledge 

representation, decision analysis, machine learning, and information retrieval 

techniques. 

2. Practical recommending services, e.g., e-storefronts that use collaborative filtering. 

3. Practical data mining by sellers to learn customers buying patterns. 

4. Practical customer-service help, including agent techniques to categorize and route e

mail, do case-based associative retrieval and make suggestions. 

5. Theory of economic decision-making markets, negotiations, and contracts, including 

from the viewpoints of resource-bounded intelligence, game theory, distributed AI, 

negotiation, probabilistic and uncertain reasoning, and decision analysis. 

6. The theory and practice of auctions. 

7. Agent communication languages, including negotiation languages and protocols and 

knowledge intcrchungc and the use of XMl.rencoded domain ontology and 

communication lunguugcs. 
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8. Wch information retrieval and mforr11at1011 rnll.·gwtim!: 111dpd111!! u!> rng Nl P. lc'\l 

analysis and machine lcarnrng 

9 Online product/scrvrcc c:alalogs. c r . ll'Chllll]lll'!- It) .l t~!_.!rl'~1.atl.' l'ata log~ 
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2.5 Software Used 

This project will used the following sof\wnrc: 

• Matlab Released 11 (Neural Network und Dntnbnsc Toolbox) 

• Active Server Pages (ASP) 

• JavaScript 

• VB Script 

• Microsoft Access 2000 

• Hyper Text Markup Language (HTML) 

The reasons and purpose of the use of this software will be discussed in Chapter 3 

Methodology. 

The next chapter is about the methodology used for developing this project. 

3S 
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CHAPTER 111 

METHODOLOGY 

Cbaptrr Ill: Mr-thodology 

This chapter will discuss about the user and system requirement and the waterfall model. 

The hardware and software requirement will also be covered here. 

3. 1 System And User Requirement 

The system requirement needs to be drawn out to provide a guideline when developing a 

system. A requirement is a feature of the system or a description of something the system 

is capable of doing in order to ful fi ll the system purpose l 11 J. There arc two types of 

requirement, which is as fo llow: 

• Functional requirement 

• Non-functional requi rement 

3.1.1 Functional Requireme11t 

A functional requirement describes an interaction between the system and its 

environment. It also describes how the system should behave when given a certain 

stimuli. The functional requirement for this system are stated below: 

16 
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General User Section 

This section is responsible to communicate with user in getting infonnation from user to 

proceed the searching and price prediction, and displnys the outcome to the user. 

i. /)i.~play Module 

This is a front-end design, which is responsible for the interactions between user and 

the system. It consists of the following form: 

Search Fvrm 

The purpose of the search form is to enable the user to input their required criteria 

such as state, location, area, house type and number of bedroom of a house. These 

criteria will be combined to enable a Boolean search in the search module. 

Results Page 

This page includes a listing of entire search results, which is the relevant 

information of the houses and its predicted house price in the market. 

Sending feedback form 

User can give comment on the system by using the feedback fonn provided. The 

collected comments will be used to improve the functionality of the system. 

17 
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11. Agent Section 

There are two parts in the agent section, which piny nn important role in the back-

cnd of the system. 

Filtering Module 

This module aims to ensure that only relevant infonnation is return to the user. The 

filtering module is responsible to filter the data in the database and comes out with 

the user request. 

l'rediction Module 

The purpose of this module is to assist the user in decision-making by predicting the 

value of the house in the current market where user's query terms arc used. 

iii. Administration Section 

This is an oflline section that plays an important role in system enhancement. 

Training Module 

This module aims to train the filtering agent and prediction agent in producing the 

best results. 

JK 
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Feedhack administrator 

The administrator is responsible on collecting ust:r feedback, which may be useful 

for system improvement and enhancement in the future. 

3.1.2 Non-functional Requireme11t 

A non-functional requirement or constraints describes a restriction on the system that 

limits choices for constructing a solution to the problem. These constraints usually 

narrow the selection of language, platform or implementation technique and tool. Below 

are the non-functional requirements of the system: 

i. Maintainability 

Maintainabil ity is the degree to which the system can be cost-effectively mode to 

perform its functions in a possibly changing operating environment. The system nrc 

easy to modify and test in updating process to meet the new request, correcting 

errors, or move to a different computer system. 

ii. Neliability 

The degree in which the system operates in a user-acceptable manner when used in 

the environment for which it was designed, which docs not produce dangerous or 

costly failure when it is applied in a reasonable manner. 

J<) 
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iii. Hfficiency 

Implementation of the system corresponds to the most cost-effective computing 

resource uti liz.ation, where process that can be called or accessed in an unlimited 

number of times to produce similar outcomes at a creditable pace or speed. 

iv. User friendliness 

The design of the system and its interface should be user friendly and easy 

understanding by all level of the Internet users. Generally, the design of all the 

interfaces should conform to the following criterions: 

• Consistent, in terms of screen design and error messages displayed. 

• High debrrce of understandability and avoid memoriz.ation of events and commands. 

v. Simp/icily 

r:orms and screens are kept properly uncluttered in a manner that focuses the user 

attention. 

vi. ( lnderstandabil ity 

Coding method used, allow other programmer to understand the logic of the 

program flow. 
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3.2 Waterfall Model With Prototypillg 

Coding 

Testing 

Chapttr Ill: Methodology 

Implementation 

Operation and 
maintenance 

foi!:,TUre 3.1 Waterfall Model With Prototyping 

Conventional development and prototyping may be combined, The Waterfa ll model with 

prototyping is chosen because the strengths of each can be achieved on a single project. 

This model is actually the classic waterfall model combined with the prototyping 

approach in its early stages as shown in fi gure 3.1 above. 

In the proposed development strategy, the waterfa ll model will serve as the base for the 

development because the steps of this model arc very similar to the generic steps of 

software development process that arc applicable to all software engineering paradigms. 

It also provides u tcmplutc into which methods for analysis, design, coding, testing and 

maintcnnncc cun be placed. Prototyping wi ll be involved in the early stages of the 

wutcrfull model where there is u need for experimentation and learning before 
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commitment of any resources to develop the full-scnlc system. Prototyping will not be 

involved in the later stages of the development been use its major drawback in increasing 

the opportunities to produce negative effects on structural factors such as performance, 

design quality and maintainability if not carry out properly. 

In the case of the proposed project, an idea solution might be one that combined rapid 

results (from prototyping) with stability (from the waterfall model). The stability of the 

classic waterfall model is very much needed in this project. The main reason for the 

incorporation of prototyping into the waterfall model is to rapidly elicit and experiment 

with user interface requirements and usability factors. Prototyping approach is also ideal 

in the sense that the developer has neither complete information/understanding nor 

experience in developing this type of system. 

The wnterfall model with prototyping approach that will be adapted in the proposed 

project encompasses the activities at system analysis, system design, coding. testing and 

implementation. Each activity is discussed below: 

Analysis 

The goal to the system analysis is to understand the proposed system and to establish 

system requirements. The system analysis phase is concerned with data gathering and 

data analysis. 
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Data will be gathered from sources like written matcrinls, lntemct us well as observation 

and examination of others intelligent agent systems. The itcmtivc process of prototyping

revision will be Data Flow Diagram (DFD) is chosen to analyze the collected data 

because it enables the information domain and functional domain to be modeled at the 

same time. It is to be used to graphically show the flow of the data through the system. 

The most important outcome from this phase will be an accurate system requirement 

spcci fication. 

Design 

The system design phase is the phase in which requirements produced in the previous 

phase are translated into a representation of the system. This phase will be concerned 

with user interface desib1Tl, database design and system design. 

The interactive process of prototyping-revision will be used to revise the design of the 

user interface. Interface prototypes will be built using Microsoft Visual lnterdev. Entity

relational (E-R) modeling will be involved in the logical design of the Microsoft Access 

database. In system design, structure chart will be involved in structuring the system' s 

modules and flow chart might be used to depict the design of procedural details. 

'1 3 
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Coding 

This stage translates and implements the detail design representntion of ·~he system into 

programming realization. Scripting languages such ns VBScript and HTML might be 

used in coding the information and functional domain as well as the control of the 

proposed system. Microsoft FrontPage is the proposed web-authoring tool that will be 

used to create web pages while Microsoft Access 97 will be used to develop the database 

of the system. 

Testing 

Testing wi ll be a critical step in assuring the quality of the developed system and will 

represent the ultimate review of specification, design and coding. First, unit testing will 

be performed to verify each program module. Next, integration testing is pcrfom1ed. It is 

to integrate unit-tested program modules and conduct tests that uncover errors associated 

with the interfacing of those modules. Validation test succeeds when the system functions 

in the manner that is reasonably expected. 

Implementation 

The finally stage of the development will be system implementation. The system will be 

implemented on its target soflware and hardware requirement. The whole system wi ll be 

revise to uncover the necessity to add further enhancements. 
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Operation and Maintenance 

Maintenance process should be an ongoing activity in rcnl development. Monitoring n 

necessary adjustment continue so that the system produces the expected results. 

However, system enhancements and maintenance will only be carried out in the proposed 

project if time constraint allowed. 
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3.3 Development Environment 

The development environment of a system is the sofiwarc and llllrdwn~ rt.~uirement of 

the system. 

3.3.J Hardware Requirement 

The system needs the following hardware requirement for its operation. 

• 96MB of RAM 

• 2. IGB of Hard Disk 

• VGA color monitor 

• Keyboard and mouse 

3.3.2 Software Requlreme11t 

In order to develop this system, a few software products will be used. These so fl ware 

Products are divided into a few categories, which are software for Operating System, 

Web Server and Web application programming. The usage and advantage of each of this 

sofiware arc stntcd below: 

3.3.2. / Operating System 

Micro!toft Windows NT Server 4.0 

The Microsof1 Windows NT Server 4.0 is one of the powerful operating system for 

business computing nownduys. There arc scvcrnl rcnsons why Windows NT Server 4.0 is 
used: . 
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• It provides an interface, which is easy to use and this helps user to work easier 

and faster. 

• Windows NT Server 4.0 is easy to manage and conrrol ns it includes remote 

management and troubleshooting tools ns well as allowing administrator to 

implement policies and standards for system desktop configuration. 

• Its productivity and compatibility arc very suitable for this system because 

Windows NT Server 4.0 ensures high performance for 32-bit programming. 

All win-1 6 Windows based programming have the preemptive multitasking 

capabilities of Windows NT and can be run in a separate address space for 

better responsiveness and reliability. 

• 

• 

It meets the reliability standards to run critical line of business programming . 

It also allocates sepamtc memory space for 16-bits applications, so if one 16-

bit application fails, it will not bring down the other applications. 

Furthermore, it will also protect cri'lical Operating System code, device drivers 

and data from application. 

Windows NT supports workgroup and networking. It hus the built-in file 

sharing and print-sharing capabilities for workgroup computing. This 

Operating System also has open network system interface that is compatible 

with Netwurc, Novell , UNIX a111d LAN manager as well as Microsoft 

Windows for Workgroup, Windmvs 95 und stnndnrd x 86 environment 

Windows NT computers cun mudc up to 10 simultaneous connections for 

shnring files und printers. 
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• It allows Object Linking and Embedding (01.E). In other words. it can 

combines infonnation from several applications into one compound document 

using the special ODE capabilities of win-hnscd application. 

• rt has built-in tools for intemctworking and intmnet working like TCP/IP, 

Microsoft lntcmct Explorer, Microsoft Peer Web Services and so on. 

• Furthennore, it also enables the c:apabilities of integrating application on a 

single computer or even across multiple computer using COM and DCOM. 

J.3.2.2 Web Server 

Internet Information Server 4.0 (llS) 

Internet lnfonnation Server 4.0 is a high performance web application server for 

Windows NT Server 4.0. It brings many advanced cupabilities to web professionals, both 

as a web server for corporate intranets and public Internet sites as well as a platfonn for 

the next generation ofline-of-busincss applica1tions. 

This web server also incorporates World \\f idt: Web (WWW), f ile Tmnsfcr Protocol 

(F'rp), Microsoft Index Server and Secure Sockt:t Layer (SSL) services. f'urthermorc. it 

also Provides comprehensive set of tools for managing the web server and its 

COrnponcnts. l 13 J 

With llS, it is un t:osy task to build sculahlc nnd rcliublc application for the web. 

Developer cun cnsily intcgmtc the benefits of trunsactions into web npplications using 

118
· llS nlso brings together the ndvnntugc~ of Windows NT Server, with n range of 
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services for client/server development and the standard4' ur the lntcmct to create l\ true 

web platform for distributed application. 

3.3.2.3 Neural Network Development Tools 

Matlab 

Matlab is used to develop the neural network of the system. This software is chosen 

because it has toolbox that provides all the libraries to develop a neural network, thus it is 

not necessary to create a neural network from scratch. 

Neural Network Toolbox 

Here, two toolboxes will be used, which :are the Neural Network Toolbox und the 

Database Toolbox. The Neuml Network Toolbox is used to implement the neural 

network as the back-end of the system. This toolbox provides many kinds of networks 

such as Perceptron, Self-Organizing Network, Adaptive Linear Filters, Leaming Vector 

Quantiz.ation (L VQ), feed forwnrd network Emd so on. It also supports custom network, 

where users cnn create their own network type from scratch and design the network's 

architecture. This means that, users can define the teaming functions which is available in 

the toolbox and number of inputs, outpul'i, bins, transfer functions and so on. Thus. users 

can define the attributes of the network themselves. Meanwhile, if the avai lable types of 

network urc used, the network urchitccturc i:s nlrcndy set und users only hove to set the 

training pnmmctcrs to use the network 
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For this system, the LVQ network will be used because it is usc..·d to pcrfonncd 

classification. The architecture of the L VQ network is nlrcody dcfin1.-d in the Neural 

Network Toolbox and users only have to set the training pnrnmctcrl'. To create the LVQ 

network, users just have to call out this function: 'newlvq' nnd set the necessary 

arguments for it. After that, if the users want to set the training parameters, they can just 

call the network attributes such as net.trainParam.epochs = 3000 to set the number of 

CJ><>chs where net is the network object, trainParam is the function to adjust training 

Parameters and epochs is the attributes to set: the particular number of epochs specify by 

USers. All of these features enable easy manipulation of the creation of the neural 

network. 

Database Toolbox 

Other than the Neural Network Toolbox, tlhe Database Toolbox will also be used to 

develop the neural network. This toolbox cam enable data to be imported and exported 

from the Matlab environment to other t.!nviromment. It is used here because the interface 

of the system is developed using other software like HTML, Vl3Script and so on, which 

arc not compatible with Matlab environmc1nt. Thus, the Dutabnsc Toolhox is used to 

connect to the database where all the data arc stored there for retrieval and updating. 

The data that is produced by the ncuml network can be exported to the database where 

Other modules cun retrieve from the dntubnst! und displuy the dntn to users On the other 

hand, dutu thut wus mput hy tho user can he 1mpor1ed to the Mutlub environment for the 

Use of the neural network cun nlso he uccessed through the Dutuhase Toolbox The 
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utiliz.ation of the Database Toolbox, enable:s the flow of dntn to or from the Mntlnh 

environment to other environment an<l reduces u lot of technical work. It is nlso chosen, 

because this system uses Microsoft Access 2000 as its Ontnbasc Monngcmcnt System, 

which is supported by the Database Toolbox. 

3.3.2.4 Web Application Programming l~a11t,ruages 

VBScript 

VBScript is an interpreted script language from Microsoft that is a subset of its Visual 

Basic programming language. In general, scrript languages are easier and faster to code in 

than the more structured, compiled langua:ges such as C and C +-I and are ideal for 

srnaller programs of limited capabili ty or that can reuse and tie together existing 

compiled programs. The function of Vl3Script is to make web application more dynamic. 

VBScript is chosen because it is more reliable:! to work with ASP. 

It is implemented as a fast, portable, lightweight interpreter for use in WWW browsers 

and other appl ication that use Microsoft Act1iveX controls, Automation Servers and Java 

applets. VBScript currently is available as a part ofl ntemet Explorer und llS. f 141 

When used wi th Internet Explorer, VBScript is directly comparable to JavaScript. Like 

JavaScript, Vl3Script is a pure interpreter that processes source code embedded directly 

tn the 1 ITML. VBScript code, like JuvuScript docs not produces standalone applets but is 

useu to odd intell igence und intcmct1 vity to llTMI. document. For progmmrncrs who 
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already know Microsoft Visual Basic, VBScript is a vatuoblc nltcmntiv~ to JnvnSrript in 

developing web pages. 

JavaScript 

JavaScript is an interpreted programming or script language from Netscape. It is used in 

Web site development to do such things as: Automatically change a fonnatted date on a 

Web page, cause a linked-to page to appear in a popup window, cause text or a graphic 

1rnage to change during a mouse rollover. JavaScript is useful for adding interactivity to 

the World Wide Web because scripts can be embedded in HTML files. JavaScript can 

also be run at the server us in Microsoft's Active Server Pages before the page is sent to 

the requestor. 

Active Server Pages (ASP) 

ASP is a script that runs in Microsoft Web Server. It is used to generate HTML scripts for 

the client browser. Compared to CGI, ASIP is easier to use and is more flexible in 

changing code as no compilation is involved and so it is chosen as the main development 

tool for server run script. 

Active Server Pages (ASP) is the latest sc!rver-based technolOb'Y from Microsoft for 

building dynamic and interactive web pages. The basic of ASP is the Microsoft llS 

SOf\ware. 

Asp is 1 · · 1 · v13u · d · · not un npp 1cntaon. t as n ,1cnpt 1m JuvuSc11pt mtcrprctcr thut 1s integrated 

With llS, together with 1111 interface for other custom component. It is also ublc to include 
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other web pages components like ActiveX controls and Jnvn Applets. Thc~fon:. ASP is 

considered as a glue technology, which bind·s together other vorious server-based system 

to help build interactive web pages. [161 

ASP is used to build web pages because: 

• It is suitable for publishing and collecting data on the web. 

• It provides way for building secure transactions, server-based applications and 

web sites. 

• ASP works together with Windows NT and ll S to provide a comprehensive 

set of key sofiware technology, which enable secure exchange of information 

over public network, access control to server resources and confident 

identification of server and cl ient. 

• Furthennore, ASP also provides ADO, one of ASP component that allows 

easy but powerful connections to be made to almost any database system for 

which an ODBC driver is available. 

• It has pre-build ASP components,, which provide plug-in object that perform 

speci lie tasks. 

• 

• 

• 

• 

Besides this, ASP can interact with almost any existing dynamic wch page 

technology such as CG I, ISAPI and scripts written in PERL, Python and Awk. 

It also suitublc for building multi-tier Internet and lntmnel npplicat1011s 

Supports client-server programming. Furthermore, the combination of ASP, 

client-side sc11p1mg nmJ ohJecl cun be used to crente client-server npplicu11ons 

With ASP, it is nhlc to crentc client-side code dynumically on server 

'i I 
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ASP Compare to CGI Applications 

ASP provides all the functionality of CGI applications in an easier-to-use and more 

robust environment. ASP is an easier way to 1acccss infonnntion in a fom1 not readable by 

the client (such as an SQL database) and then acts as a gateway between the two to 

provide information that the client can view c:Lnd use. 

With CGI, the server creates as many processes as the number of client requests received. 

The more concurrent requests there are, the more concurrent processes created by the 

server. However, creating a process for every request is time consuming and requires 

large amount of server RAM. 

In addition, this can restrict the resources available for sharing for the server application 

itself, slowing down performance and increasing wait time on the web. ASP instead, runs 

tn the same process as the web server, more handling client requests faster and more 

efficiently. It is much easier to develop dynamic content and web applications with ASP. 

Asp Compare to ISAPI Application 

lSAP1 application requires all of the programming and layout to be contained in n DLL 

file, written in C++. Therefore, it is more difficult to create and maintain with ASP files 

llnd I lTML writer can script an external component nnd fonnat the output. ASP separates 

the luyout and design from the husinc."s logic. 
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ASP Compare to PERL 

PERL and other scripting languages arc not robust development tools by themselves. 

ASP provides a familiar framework and objects for building complex npplicntion that 

requires data from relational database and legacy services. ASP supports virtually any 

scripting language to build these applications. Third parties are currently developing 

additional scripting engines, which will be re:leased when it is ready. 

Rypertext Markup Language (HTML) 

To publish information for global distributiion, one needs a universally understandable 

language, just like a kind of publishing mother tongue that all computers may potentially 

understand. The publishing language used by the WWW is l ITML. 

It is a basic tool for that is needed for the development of client browser run script. 

HTML is the set of "markup" symbols or codes inserted in a file intended for display on a 

World Wide Web browser. The markup tellls the Web browser how to display a Web 

Page's words and images for the user. The individual markup codes arc referred to as 

elements. 

HTML gives author the means to do the follc1wing: 

• Publish onlinc document with hen1dings. text, tables. lists. photos and so on. 

• Retrieve on line infonnntion vio hypertext links nt the click of a button. 

• Design fonn for conducting trunsuctions with remote services, for use in 

scun:hing for infomrntion and so ml. 
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• HTML also includes spreadsheets, video clips, sound d ips nnd other 

applications di rectly in its documents. 

Most people agree thnt I ITML document should work well across difl~rent browsers and 

platfonns. Achieving interoperability lowers: costs to content providers since they must 

develop only one version of a document. If ll he effort is not made, there is much greater 

risk that the web will be devolved into a proprietary world of incompatible formats 

Ultimately reducing the web's commercial po1lential for all participants. 

Each version of I ITML has attempted to refl ect greater consensus among industry players 

so that the investment made by content providers will not be wasted and that their 

document will not become unreadable in a short period of time. llTML hus been 

developed with the vision that nil manner devices should be able to use infonnotion on 

the web. PC with graphics displays of v~1rying solutions and color depths, cellular 

telephone, hand held devices, devices for speech for output and input, computers WITI I 

h' tgh or low bandwidth and so on. 11 51 

3
.J.2.s Web Applicat/011 Development Tools 

~icroson Visual lntcrdcv 2000 

Microsofl Visuul lnterdcv 2000 is the newl:st member of the visual tool fami ly, is an 

intcgrutcd development tool for building d)murnic wch applicutions ucccss1blc by any 

Web browser on nny plutform It i11dudcs1 1111 integmted development environment. 

~(\ 
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database connectivity tools, programmable components, site miumgcm~nt nnd publishing 

capabilities, a personal web server, content creation tools and many mon: 

Visual lnterdev also includes a variety of development features for integrating client

server and web technolOb'Y· These features ue enabled through Visual lnterdev support 

for ActiveX controls, seamless database connectivity to any ODBC data source, support 

for building and testing large system and comprehensive support for the development of 

Web application. 

Furthennore, it this tools also provides a rapid visual development environment for 

building ASP. It can easily integrate ActiveX server components written in Visual J+ ... , 

Visual Basic, Visual FoxPro and Visual C 1 1 . Using Visual lntcrdcv with ActiveX server 

COtnponents, a developer can easily creates multi-tier web applications. ActivcX server 

component provides u convenient and efTecti,ve way to tightly integrate a web application 

With existing Internet system. 

Visual lntcrdcv delivers a comprehensive se't of tightly integrated database tools for web 

developers. The database connectivity features arc bused on the industry standard ODBC 

including Omcle, Microson SQI. Server, Microson Access, Microson Visual FoxPro, 

lnfonnix, Sybase, IBM DB/2 and so on. In addition, with Visual lntcrdcv, n developer 

can create u scalublc dutubnsc solution bc1~uusc 1t levcmgcs ASP. The core database 

components of V1suul lntcrdcv mcludc ADO, lntcgrutcd Duto View, Design-Time 

ActivcX Controls, l)utnbnsc Wi1.urds. Query Designer nnd so on. 

.. 
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A Visual lnterdev project consists of a live web site. When developer opens n project. 

they are actually opening a live view of a web site, as it exists on the web server. The 

IDE is thus a complete web site management tool that atlows the developer to easily 

modify the structure of a web site and to edit, add, move, rename and delete files and 

folders on the web sites. It can also open mulltiple web sites at the same time. 

3.J.2.6 Database Ma11ageme11t System 

Microsoft Access 2000 

It is used to serve as Database Managemeint System for the system. Access is chosen 

because it can provide relational database power to manipulate infonnation. It also 

supports SQL statements and can be easily integrated with programming languages used 

to develop the system. Microsoft Access is used because it is more suitable for regular 

database compare to Oracle, which is more suitable for building a large database. 

Funhermorc, Matlab can support Microsoft Access using its Database Toolbox. This is 

an important feature because data can be iimports and exports to Matlab environment 

frorn or to Access database. 

The fo llowing chapter will explain about the design of the system. The modules of the 

system will be presented in thut chapter. Univ
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CHAP1rER IV 

SYSTEM DESIGN 

ln this chapter. the implementation step of the system will be explained and overview 

design of the whole system will be presemted first. Then the display module. search 

module and filtering module will be discussed further. 

4.J /nrp/ementatlon Step 

The Intelligent Agent System was designed! to helps user to obtain the required house 

infonnation from the World Wide Web andl propose a predicted price for the specified 

house to assists user in decision-making. The implementation steps includes the 

following chain of events: 

• Solicit a subject from user query, 

• Sent the user inputs and the houses information stored in database to the network, 

• Filter out irrelevant Web pages, 

• Display the relevant result to users, 

• Predict the price for the query subject. 

• Display the predicted price to user. 

Once the user fill in and submit the search fonn, the house criteria will be uploaded to the 

Search Agent. This in turn. will send the uscir inputs und the houses i11formut1on stored in 

database to the ncurul network. which is tlu~ Filtcrinu Aucnt. The ri ltcring Agent. with 

.. 
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embed neural network. given a set of correct weight, wi ll nttcmpted to mnp tht! query 

tenns (user input), which is represent as the input vectors to the output vector. which 

could indicate the "relevance" of the input vector to a certain house rt.'qui red. 

The relevant Web pages will be select by the~ Fi ltering Agent as the output. On the other 

hand. the Prediction Agent, another neural network, which will predict the value of house 

required by user. In this case, the house priice is the target output. and criteria such as 

location, house type, square feet, number of bedroom, and land size are the variables used 

to predict the sell ing price. Afier this network is trained with a set of data, it could predict 

a setting price for a specific house. This predicted price is used to assist user in decision~ 

making. Finally, the relevant information that was filtered out previously and the 

Predicted price will be displayed to user. 
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4.2 System Overview 

This system is divided into four major modules that arc as follow: 

• Display module 

• Filtering module 

• Prediction module 

• Training module 

Display Module 

This is a user interface that consists of two main screens: 

i. User Input Screen 

Search fonn to get query from user to help them to obtain the required infonnation. 

ii. Ou1p111 Screen 

This page is used to display the information of the houses from the search result . 

The predicted current market price is also presented to assist user in decision-

making. 

Filtering !tlodule 

this module will use neural network to do the filtering of tho dotn in the dutubasc. It will 

filter out the rclcvunt infonnntion, which is re<1uircd by user from the database and 
d. 
•splay it to users. 

<S I 
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Prediction Module 

The function of this module is to predict the current market price of the house that is 

required by the user. The price will be detennined by using neurn l network with an input 

set of criteria input by the user in the input screen. 

Training Module 

It is an offiinc module that aims to train the neural network in the prediction module. This 

training is used to train the network in order to make it more accurate by frequent 

training. 

62 
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The system data flow diagram is shown below: 

User Query 
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Training Data 
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Figure 4.1 Datu Flow Diugmm Of The System. 
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4.3 Display Module 

The display module has the following features: 

1. Contained two main interfaces which a1rc: 

• The user input screen for user to input query 

• The output screen to display searched result and predicted prices. 

ii. Also contain links to other related sites such as bank. insurance, architect and so on. 

iii. Provide a feedback form for user and also has site to train the agent. 

tv. An on-line help will also be provided to help the user in using the system. 

The example of user input interface is shown in Appendix A. 
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4.4 Filtering Module 
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Figure 4.2 Dato Flow Oiagr.am of The Filtering Module 
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This module is used to get relevant information from the web pages ~tumt.-d by the 

World Wide Web. The procedure of the filtc1ring module is ns fo llow: 

I. Get the user inputs and the data of houses store in database. 

2. The data wi ll be preprocessed fi rst before it is fed into the network for filtering. 

3. After the preprocessing, the data wi ll be sent to the network for fi ltering out the 

relevant data, which is required by the users. 

4· These relevant data will then be sent back to the database and will be displayed to the 

user. 
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4.5 Neural Network Design 

The L VQ network. has been chosen as the ncurnl network to be implemented in the 

Filtering Module. L VQ is a method for tiraining competitive layers in n supervised 

manner. A competitive layer will automatically learn to classify input vectors. However, 

the classes that the competitive layer finds are dependent only on the distance between 

input vectors. If two input vectors are very similar, the competitive layer probably will 

put them into the same class. There is no mechanism in a strictly competitive layer design 

to say whether or not any two input vectors are in the same class or different classes. 

LVQ networks, on the other hand, learn t.o classify input vectors into target classes 

chosen by the user. 

There are several reasons why the L VQ network type is chosen as the neural network of 

the system: 

• The LVQ network is used to perfo1rm classification. Although, Perceptron can 

also be used to do classification, the L VQ network can do non-linear problem 

classificution, which the Pcrceptron cannot do. 

• This network is already provided in tlhe Matlab Neural Network Toolbox. Thus, it 

will be more convenient to just call the function to create the network. The 

toolbox also provides the training plltmmeters, which cun be used just by calling 

the function out. f'unhcnnore, the LVQ learning rules is also embedded in the 

toolbox und users do not hnvc to implement the !corn ing rules. which can be quite 

complex to the network 
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• The neural network is used here to dtetermine whether the infomintion is relevant 

to the user or not. Thus, the infonnation that is availnhlc hns to be tittered in order 

to detennine which one is relevant to users. The L VQ network can be used to do 

classification, where the infonnation is classified as relevant or not relevant to 

users. 

• It can be used to do classification ac;cording to users selection of target classes, 

which is suitable for the filtering module because the relevance of the infonnation 

is determined by the a few criteria. This kind of classification cannot be done in if 

the Self-Organizing network (SOM) or the other unsupervised learning networks 

are used because these network perfonn classification automatically without any 

training pattern. 
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LVQ Network Architecture Design 

Input Compotlt ivo U1yCf Lhnoar L:iyor 

f ) ) r- ) Whoro .. 

u - # c lements 1n 
input vector 

fl n a .\1- ,; compotibvo 
It • I 11 ndb 11 

''"I c \ • I neurons 
' t( ' ..... - - fr linear neurons 

~) .'~' J '-- ..... J 
n - I 1\\ I - ,, I •· rurtlln( L \\ . • •) 
ar com11tl(11•) 

Figure 4.3 LVQ Network Architecture Design 

IW {I , 1} = Jnput Weights. 

LW {2, I} Layer Weights. 

C:: Competitive Transfer Function (compel). 

a ( 1) = Output from competitive layer. 

a (2) = Output from linear layer. 

n (I) :z: Input to compel transfer function. 

n (2) ,. Input to pure/in transfer function. 

ihe next chapter is the conclusion of the project where the summary of the project and 

the expected outcome of the system wi ll be dliscusscd. 
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CHAP'fER V 

SYSTEM IMPLEMENT'A TION AND TESTING 

This chapter wi ll discuss about the steps and methods taken to implement the system that 

was design earlier in the previous chapter. After the implementation, the system will be 

tested to look for errors. The testing will be divided into a few types such as module 

testing, integration testing, function testing and other testing. All of this type of test will 

be discussed later. 

S,J Developing Environnumt 

The developing environment for a system is the tools used to develop the system. There 

are two kinds of tools used, which are the hardware tools and the software tools. Both 

to01s are described below for the server side :and the client side. 

S.J.1 Hardware Tools 

The following list is the hnrdwarc tools used to develop the system: 
r--... 
r--.. Server Client 

1. Pentium Ill Processor. I. Pentium Ill Processor. 
r--... 

2. 96 MB RAM 2. 96 MB RAM 
r---.. 

3. --2.1 GB I lard Disk Drive 3. 2.1 GB J lord Disk Drive 
r--..... 

4. Ult ra VGA 1024 Monitor -- -- --
4. Ultru VOA 1024 Monitor 

r--_ 
S. Mouse 5. Mouse 

r--.. -6, - -Kcyhonrd 6. Kcybourd 
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[ 7. Local Area Network 7. Modl.!m 
_.., ___ 

Table 5. 1 I lordwarc Requirements Tools 

This configuration is sufficient enough to run the system. 

S.J.2 Software Tools 

The software that has to be implemented in the server and the client side to run the 

system is stated below: 

Server Machine 

1. Windows 98/NT 

This is the operating system or platfonn used in the server machine to run the 

system. 

2. Matlab Released 11 or higher 

The Mntlab must be installed in th1e server machine in order for the back-end 

program to run. 

3. Internet Information Server (I IS) 

This is the web server used to run the web site. 
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Client Machine 

1. Windows 98/NT 

This is the operating system or platform used in the clit!nt machine to run the 

system. 

2. Internet Explorer 4.0 or higher ver:5ion 

The client must use Internet Explorer browser to view the system interface. 
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5.2 System Implementation 

Implementation is a process comprises of system design structure to n computer readable 

system. The system will be evolved from sicmtch design to a nm able application. The 

implementation of this system includes two 11ypes of implementation. The first type is the 

interface implementation, which is the imp1lementation of the front-end of the system. 

Meanwhile, the second type of implementation is the neural network implementation in 

the system, which operates as the back-end of the system. Both of these implementations 

Will be explained in the fo llowing sections. 

S.3 Interfaces and Database Iniplementat/o,n 

The interface of this system arc developed using 1 ITML and ASP while the database is 

implemented using Microsofl Access 2000. Each of these two implementations wi ll be 

discussed below: 

S.J.J 1t11erfaces Impleme11tat/011 

To develop a good interface, n few criteriia must be taken into account. Some of the 

Criteria arc simple, user-friendly, interactive and so on. The interface that was created has 

fulfilled these criteria and the example of the interface can be found in Appendix A. The 

method for implementing this interface is de:scribcd below: 
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Search Form Design 

• The search form is used to give user to input their rcquirem(!nt for the property 

that they want to find. There are five fields in the foml. which the users have 

to input. These fields refer to house type, area, price range, number of 

bedroom and number of bathroom. 

• All these five fields are predefined, where users j ust have to choose from the 

drop-down menu to fill in the form. This is to ensure that the input data is 

standard for all users and thus the search will be simpler. 

• User must input all the fields in the form before they can proceed with the 

search. This feature is to make sure all input fields arc input because the 

search is based on all these five fields. In one of it is not input, then the search 

cannot be carried on. 

• A reset button is provided to help users to reset their form if they have 

mistakenly input some incorrect c:hoice. It is easier to click a button than go to 

erase the fields one by one. 

• The link to other page of this site can be found on every page of the site. This 

is to enable the user to access oth1:!r page faster and easier. 

Fecdh k · ac /o orm I )es1~11 

• The feedback form is designed to give users the opportunit to give their 

opinion on the system. Thus this fonn will provide u text nreu for user to input 

their COlllll\Clll'i. 
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• The fields for users to input their nurne and e-mail address nrc nlst' md udcd m 

this form so that the administrator can contact them. 

5.3.2 Database lmplenumtat/011 

This system used the Microsoft Access 2000 database as the DBMS. There are quite a lot 

of table created to store data for the Fi ltering Module. Currently, there are four tables 

created for the f-iltering Module. Each of these wi ll be shown below. The following 

diagram shows the now between the database and the module. 

Table detail2 
to store house 

a11rib111 cs. 
c.g type. 
price, etc. 

Table 
user _input to 

store user 
input 

Table 
preproccss to 

store 
preprocessed 

dntn 

f igure 5 I Flow Bctwcicn Dutubu ·c und Module 

Table 
nn result 10 

i.torc output 
from Filtcnn8 

module 
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• Table detai/2 is used to stored the attributes of n certnm house sm.·h us house 

type, area, price, number or bedroom nnd bathroom. its URL and so on. The 

table properties and its <.lutn type iis shown in the tnbk: below: 

-
Field Name - - - -r- - -

~ Dcscri tion _ Dnta Type Field Size --
~ Num Number Auto Number Long Integer -- - -- --
~ Tvpc ~1_2use !Y~ Text 255 

-- Price I louse price Text 255 

-- Area State Text 255 

-- URL House URL link Text 255 -- Name Residential name Text 255 -- Location Specific locution Tex1 255 -- Bedroom Number of bedroom Text 255 
Bathroom Number of Text 255 

..___ bathroom -
Table 5.2 Propert;y for Table detad2 

• Table user 111pt11 is used to stored the user input and its property is shown 

below: 

--- -Field Name D~scri,etion __ Data T ~ __ . Field Size ---
Nurn Number AutoNumbcr Integer Long - - - - -T l l ous~_!~ Text 255 YQe_ - -Arca Arco Text 255 - - -Price I louse nee Text 255 - -- - - -Bed Number of Text 255 

bedroom --13ath Number of Text 255 
bathroom 

Table 5.3 Property for Tuhle user 1111mr 

• Table pn.:µmn'.'"' ctl is used to store the preprocessed data before 11 1s sent to 

the neural networJ.. for tilter111g The properties of this tuhlc 1s shown hclow 
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Field Name Ocscri tion Data T p_c __ Field Size 
Number AutoNumher l~'H lntcg£r_ - ----

I louse !Yn£ Numhcr Long Integer - -- -Area Number Long lnte~er - - ... -
I louse nee Number Lon • lnh:ger 
Number of Number Long Integer 
bedroom 

Bath Number of Number Long Integer 
bathroom 

Table 5.4 Property for Table preprocessed 

• Table nn result is used to store: the output from the neural network. The 

properties of this tnble will be shown below: 

r---.. 

t--- Field Name Description Data Type Field Size 
Class Type Class from neural Number Long Integer 

t--- network --- - - - - - -ID Key related to table Number l.<.mg Integer 
detat/2 

Table 5.5 Property for Table nn result 
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S.4 Neural Network Jmpleme11tation 

The neural network is implemented as the back-end of the system. Thcr~ ore quite n lot of 

steps required to implement this network. The steps ure described hc.!lo\\ . 

Define the setup for neural network 

Before a neural network is built, the required parameters, network architecture must be 

defined first to get a clear view of the neural network that will be implemented later on. 

Create training data 

After the network is defined, the neural network must be trained. Therefore, a data must 

be created to train the network. There must be two sets of data namely, train set and test 

set. The train set is used for training the 1:letwork and the test set is used to test the 

network after the training. A set of data must consist of two elements, which arc the input 

vectors and the desired outputs. 

T rain network 

In this step, the network is ready for traini rng and the train set just created will be used 

here. During the training, the network may not learned whnt it is supposed to do, thus the 

learning parameters must be adjusted throughout the training process. 

s· 'mu/ate the 11e11ral lll'twork 

When the network has hccn tnuned, it needs to be test to sec whether it has learned or 

not. I lcrc, the test set will he used to test tlu~ trnincd network. If the simulation docs not 
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give the desired output, the network has to be trained again with di ffcn:nt pununctc~. 

Then, the network will be tested again. 

5.4.J Preprocessi11g of /11put Vectors 

Preprocessing is a process used to convert raw data that is collected into data that will be 

accepted as an input vectors to the network. The preprocessing of input vectors for this 

neural network is described as follow: 

Col!ect10n of raw data 

• The raw data meant here is the data in its original form as it is collected from 

the source. 

• Herc, the inputs used arc the houise type, price, area, number of bedroom und 

number of bath room. Each of the:se attributes wi ll be assigned a key, which is 

a number to identify them. Thesie keys arc the raw data. The key for each of 

the attributes arc shown below: 
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Num House Type Key 
Assigned 

I. Bungalow 1 

2. Semi-Detached 2 

'-

3. Condominium 3 

4. Double-Storey Terrace 4 

5. Single-Storey Terrace 5 

. - - -
6. Apartment 6 

-- --
7. Town I liause 7 

. 
8. Flat 8 

Table 5.6 Key assigne:d for house type 

IW 
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--
Num Price Range Key Assigned 

I. < 99,999 1 

2. 100,000 .. 199,999 2 

3. 200,000-299,999 3 

4. 300,000-399,999 4 

- -5. 400,000-499,999 5 

6. 500,000-599,999 6 

- - - --- - --7. 600,000-699,999 7 

- - -8. 700 ,000-799' 999 8 

-9. 800,000·-899,999 9 

-10. 900. 000·-999 '999 10 

-
11. I ,000,000·-1,999,999 11 

- - - -12. 2.000,000·-2,999 ,999 12 

- --·--- - - -13. > 3,00I0,000 13 

-

Tublc 5. 7 Key assigned for house price 

KI 
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-
Num A1rea Key Assigned 

- - -
I. Johore I 

2. Ke.dah 2 

3. Kclantan 3 

4. Kuala Lumpur 4 

5. Mallacca 5 

6. Negeri Scmbilan 6 

7. Pa hang 7 

- --·· --._ -
8. Pc:rak 8 

9. Pc:rl is 9 

10. Penang 10 

11. Sa bah II 

-- -12. Samwuk 12 

- ----- - --13. Scl~mgor 13 

-- - ·----- -14. Tcrengganu 14 

-

Tublc 5.8 Key ossigncd for Areu 
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-
Number of Key Number of Key 

Num Bedroom Assigned Bathroom Assigned 

-
I. 1 1 I 1 

-
2. 2 2 2 2 

-
3. 3 3 3 3 -
4. 4 4 4 4 - 5. 5 5 5 5 

r--__ 

-6. 6 6 6 6 
t--... - -- -- - - -7. 7 7 7 7 
t--... 

8. --- - -8 8 8 8 
....__ 

9. 9 9 9 9 --- 10. 10 10 
-

10 10 
.... _ -

Table 5. 9 Key assigned for bedroom and bathroom 
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Conversion of Data to Input Vectors 

• User input data, which consists o:f house type, price, nrcn. number of bedroom 

and number of bathroom will be converted into n ke nccording to the above 

tables. 

• The data in the database, which also consists of house type, price, area, 

number of bedroom and number of bathroom for each residential property will 

be converted also to their particular key. 

• After the conversion, the key from the user input and the key from the 

database will be compared to se1:: whether it is the same or not. The method 

used to compare is to get the difTe:rence between these two keys. 

• This difTerence between the keys. will be stored in the database and it will be 

retrieved out as the input vectors for the neural network. One set of data 

consists of type, price, are~ bedrooms and bathrooms. Basically, there is only 

one set of data of user inputs, but there is more than one set of data in the 

database. Thus, the comparison is made where the users data is compared to 

every set of data in the datubase. The next figure shown this: 
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• After the data has gone througlh the preprocessing, it wHI be stored in the 

database and fetch to the neural network as inputs. 

S.4.2 Determining Network Target and Output 

After the input data has been preprocessed, the network target must be set so that a 

l>atticular input will give a particular target (desired output). The following section will 

discussed about the way to determined the tatrget. 

Network Target 

• The input vector of this network is in matrix form. It is in a 5-by-Q matrix, 

which means that it has five rows and Q columns. Each of the rows refers to 

the five input elements, which arc: type, price, area, bed and bath. The order of 

the rows here is very important because it will affect the determination of the 

target. The example of training set can be found in Appendix F. 

• The row orders are as fo llow: 

Row Input Element 

I House Type 

- 2 Area 

3 Price 

-
4 Bc:droom 

--- ---5 Brnthroom 

- -

Tnblc 5.10 Rows ordc1r of input vectors 
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• The Q columns represent the number of training pnttem users want to input. It 

means that how many set of inpiut vectors will be fed for training. A column 

represents a particular data of s1 property in the database. It consists of the 

house type, area, price, bedroom and bathroom. 

• The target output will be classifiied into two classes, which is represented by 

the value 'I' and '2'. 

• The detennination of target output, or more precisely, how to put the input 

vectors into these two classes is based on certain rules. If the value of the 

input vectors is '0' then it means that this element is the exact match with what 

the users want. Otherwise, if it is not 'O', then it is not a match. 

• Here, if the input is classified as class '2', it means that this input is matched 

with the users requirement. In otther words, it is relevant to users. If. on the 

other hand, the input is classified as class 'I', then this input is not relevant to 

users. 

• The criteria used to detennine the target output or which classes this input 

belongs to is to use the number of 'O' in a column and the which rows the 'O' 

in. If there are more than three ·o~ in a column and the first three rows arc 'O', 

then this column or input will be: classified as class '2', which is relevant to 

user. Meanwhile, if a column does not fulfill the above criteria. it will be 

classified as class 'I', which means it is not relevant to users. The table below 

shows some example of the clussificution. 
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Input I Input 2 Input 3 Input 4 Input 5 

Type 0 0 3 0 0 -

Area 0 0 0 0 0 

Price 0 0 0 0 I 

Bedroom 0 8 0 7 0 

Bathroom 0 0 9 5 8 

Target 2 2 I 2 I 

Table 5. 11 Example of inJPut vectors with its targets. 

• The rationale for this way to determine the classification is that the first three 

rows represent the house type, arc:a and price. If these three rows are 'O', it 

means that this column (represenrt a particular house in the database) match 

with what the users want to find. These three fields have more priority than 

the bedroom and bathroom. Thus, even though the bedroom and bathroom 

rows are not 'O', this column is still classified as class '2' as long as the first 

three rows are 'O'. 

S.4.3 Nt!ural Network Setup 

In Order to setup a neural network, oil the necessary training purnmctcrs and weights must 

be initialiud first before continue with tht: training. The methods for detennining the 

initial training pummelcrs and weights for the nelwork ore described below: 

818 
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Training Parameters 

• The parameters used for the LVQ network nrc training function. number of 

epochs and learning rate. 

• The training function used in the network is 'trninwb I' which is the default 

training function provided by Malllab for LVQ network. 

• The initial values of epochs for the network is set to 5000 epochs because this 

value will be adjusted Inter on when the training begins. 

• The default va lue for the learning, rate in the L VQ network is 0.0 I. 

Trun.ifer F1111c1 ions 

• The LVQ network is a two layers network, thus it has two transfer functions 

each for one layer. 

• Tmnsfcr functions for the first layer is compel tmnsfor, which is provided by 

Matlab. 

• The second layer uses the pure/in transfer function. 

Weights 

• Before beginning with the traini111g, the weighLc; must be initialized to some 

values firsl. 

• The first luyer of the LVQ network wi ll be 1nit1 oh1.cd to the midpoint 

uccording to the mngc of each inp1ut Exum pie· If input 1s in the range of 0.00-

10.00. then the weights will he initinlizcd to 5.00. 
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• For the second layer, the layer weights arc set so that each output neuron i. has 

unit weights corning to it from dnss percentages ( i) f"X!rccnt of the hidden 

neurons. 

Hidden Neurons 

• The hidden neuron is set to five neurons because there are five different 

elements of input. This value will be adjusted during training. 

Input Vectors 

• The input vectors are set with five element inputs based on house type, price, 

area, bedroom and bathroom. 

• The range of each clement is siet according to the maximum value of the 

element. Example: House type cun has eight difTerent values, thus the mngc 

will be set to 0-8. 

• Below is the range of each element: 

-
Input Element Range 

---Type 0 8 

Price 0 • 13 

/\rcn 0 14 

-
13cdroom 0 10 

Hnthroom 0 10 

Tuhlc . 12 Input llnngc for I. VQ Network 
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S.4.4 Neural Network Training 

When the neural network is sel with all the necessary attributes and the tmining data is 

ready, then it can be trained to learn what i't is supposed to do. Training a network is a 

difficult task because sometimes the netwo1rk might not learned at all or it can be over 

learned. Basically, the training parameters and other attributes of the network determined 

the learning process. The method of training this neural network is described below: 

Training Process 

• The training begins when the network attribute is initialized with all the values 

just described. The training set, which complete with inputs and its desired 

output is feed into the network in order to get it learned to produce the desired 

output when the input is provided. 

• Afier the network is trained for the determined epochs, then the input from 

the test set wi ll be fed into the trained network for simulation. Herc, the 

network weights are set to the weights from the training. 

• This time only the input from the: test sci is fod into the network. The output 

will not be fed into it. If the outp1ut from the simulation is the same with the 

desired output in the test set, then the network is said to have learned. But if it 

is different from the desired output from tht: test set, then the network has not 

learned and hos to be trained again. 

• If the network is truined again. then the training purnmcters hove to be 

ndjustcd ugnin. The methods for ndjusting these pnrumctcrs urc shown in the 

sections. 

'> I 
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AdjuYting Training Parameters 

I. Epochs 

The method for determining the best number of epochs for tni ining the network is to 

set the epochs to a certain value. Then, decreased the epochs using a certain value 

unti l it reached a small value. The performance for each set of the decreasing epochs 

is compared and the one that provides the: best performance is chosen. After decreased 

it, the epochs have to be increased from the initial epochs using a certain value to a big 

value. 

Just like before, the epochs, which give: the best performance is chosen. Then this 

epoch will be compared with the chosen epochs from the decreased epochs. The one, 

Which give the best performance, is chosen as the epoch to train the network. This 

method is used, because detennining an epoch to train a network is quite difficult 

Where sometimes a network wi ll be under train if the epoch is too small and the 

network will be over train if the epoch is too big. 

Thus, testing the network with dccrcasirng and increasing number of epochs from a 

certain value can ensure that all value of the epochs are tested and the one, which give 

the best performance can be found. 

2 Le . · aming Rate 

The lcurnmg mtc 1s u pnn1111c1cr thut is usc:d to control lhc speed or rutc of the network 

lcunung. The higher the lcnming mtc. the fos ter the network learns while for the lower 
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the learning rate, the slower the network learns. Although, n higher knming rate can 

helps the network to lcum faster, but sometimes this will make the lr!'nrning not 

thorough and the network not robust. When the learning is not thorough. some of the 

inputs will not generate the correct outputs. On the other hand. if the learning rate is 

small , the network learning will become~ very slow but the learning process will be 

quite thorough. 

After considered all the criteria stated above, the method to determine the optimum 

learning rate for this network is to use the trial and error method. An initial value of 

the learning rate is set nnd this value is aLdjusted by decreasing and increasing it. The 

value, which gives the best performance ttO the network, will be used. 

3· Hidden Neurons 

Initially, the network is set with five neurons. This value will be adjusted during the 

training period to obtain the optimum hidden neurons. The number of hidden neurons 

was chosen heuristically. 

When the optimum tmining parameters arc clhosen, the network will be trained with these 

Parameters. Then the weights wi ll be adjusted according to the L VQ lea ming rule, which 

ts Provided by Matlab in the 'leamlv2' function. 
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5.4.5 Neural Network Simulat/011 

When the neural network hos been trained uind the correct weights nrc obtain~ it will be 

USed to do the simulation. In other words, the network cnn now he used to do simulation. 

Before the simulation, there arc a few steps involved to prepare the network for 

simulation. 

Simulates Network 

• A network will be initialized with the trained network weights. 

• The input vectors will be fed into the trained network and the output will be 

generated. Here, the network wi ll classify the input vectors into two classes ns 

described earlier. 
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5.S Testing 

Software testing refors to veri fication und validation of the progmm coded to solve the 

problem. Verification involves ensuring that the characteristic. of n good design are 

incorporated into the program nnd the system is :ictually operates in the way it is 

expected to be. On the other hnnd, validation is used to test the execution of the program 

and system meets the requirements. 

The major focus of testing is to find the faults within the program that are not realized at 

the time of coding. A test is successfi.JI only when a fault is discovered or when a failure 

has been come across. Testing actually in'Volves the iteration of the process of fault 

identification and fault correction or removaU. 

In developing large system, testing usually involves several stages. These stages nrc 

lll<>dule testing, integration testing, function testing, perfonnance testing, acceptance 

testing and installation testing. Ench of these stages will be discussed individually. 

S.S./ Module 1'estlng/Unit Testing 

l'he module testing is a way to verify that th1~ smull unit function properly with the types 

of input expected from the design. It has bce111 carried out under a controlled environment 

where n prc<lctcnnmed set of dutu hus been provided to the modules. In other words, this 

kind of to ·ting 1s used to observe whut input und its rclutcd output net ions as well as the 

data Produced. I I 2 J 
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In module testing, each of the sub-modules is tested separately. Atkr thnt . ~.-nch of the 

modules will be tested in turn for the cn.:.ation of the user int~rfoce, the input data 

handling and output to data files, reset and exit from the modules to mnke sure those 

modules do exactly what it were designed toi perform. Test cases have been developed to 

show that the input is properly converted to the desired output. 

5.S.2 Integration Testing 

After the collections of modules have been tested, the next step is to ensure that the 

interface among the components arc defin1ed and handled properly. Thus, integration 

testing will be performed to achieve this. Integration testing is the process of veri fying 

that the system modules work together .as described in the system and program 

specification. I I 2j 

ln this stage, all the individual sub-modules and modules are integrated and tested to 

ensure that the interfaces between the sub-modules and modules, modules and the main 

Program are handled properly. I lcrc. all the small modules thut urc tested arc isolated first 

before they are combined into a functional program in the system and tested together. 

ror this system, the testing approach that has been applied in the integration testing is the 

bottom-up integration. Each component at ~he lowest level of the system hiemrchy is 

tested individually first . I !ere. cnch or the ·ub-modulcs is tested individually first . then 

the tnodulcs in which comprise of suh-nmdules nrc tested 111 tum Fmnlly. nfler the 
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integration of the modules into a functional p1rogram, the mnin progmm '1S tested to ensure 

that the system performs it-; works correctly. 

S.S.3 Function Testitlg 

After the integration testing is conducted, the function testing should be carried out to 

assure that the system has the desired functionality. The function test will evaluate the 

system to determine if the functions desc:ribed in the requirement specification are 

actually performed by the integrated system. [ 12] 

S.S.4 Otlier Testing 

The remaining testing should be carried out after the functional testing are performance 

test, acceptance test and installat ion test. 

Perfonnance test compares the intebrratcd 1components with the non-functional system 

requirements such as security, accuracy, speed and reliability. Acceptance test is ran by 

the users of the system to assure them that the system they wanted was the system that 

Was built for them. The installation test allows users to exercise the system functions and 

document additionul problem thut result from being at the actual si te. Univ
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5.5.5 Intelligence Testing 

The intell igence or th is system is embedded in the neural network. Thus, to test whc:ther 

the system is acting intelligently, the performance of the neural network. to perfonn what 

it has been taught to learn is tested. The following section discusses the methods taken to 

test the intelligence or the system: 

• Initially, the neura l network is lc:sted after it has gone through the training 

procedure. When the network is trained, a few inputs will be used to test the 

network. 

• Then the neural network will be linked to the system's interface, where the 

neunil network is tested again. This time the network wi ll be tested, as it will 

be used when the whole system is developed. 

• At this step, user will input what they want to find in the search property form. 

Afkr the fon11 is submitted, the neural network wi ll be call lo pcrfonn the 

classification of the data, lo classify which one is relevant to user. 

• In the search property form , there arc five fields, which the user must fill in. 

The fields arc house type, urea, price, bedroom and bathroom. If the search 

results returned by the neural network contains at least three fiel ds that nrc the 

snmc with what the users enters in the search form, then the network has 

achieved its gout. In other words, the system is considered as intell igent, 

where it can search for what the u:sers wnnt. 
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The following chapter will d iscuss about the S)Sll'lll l'\ ;1lt1:llilrn .ind thl' l'' l't,ll! 

conclusion I !ere, the system strength t li11111a11011s and luttm.· l'llh.1m' t.' 111cnh l'f tht.· ~\ !'lt.'m 

arc presented ;\t the same time, the prnhlcm cncounlL'tt.•d and !,.no'' kdt~" g.unt•d dunng 

the project wil I be descnbcc.J also. 
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CHAPlrER VI 

SYSTEM EV ALUATI01N AND CONCLlJSION 

The final chapter of this system will cvnluatc: the built s. stem in a few areas. It wi ll cover 

the system strengths and limitations while a few suggestions wi ll be made to enhance the 

system in the future. In the next sections, the problems encountered and knowledge 

gained during the entire project. To conclude this chapter, an overall conclusion will be 

made. 

6• J System Stre11gtlt 

The system strength of this system will be :stated below, where the system strong sides 

arc shown. 

I. Simple Interface 

The interface created for this system ·is quite simple in design. Thi.! purpose of this 

is to give the usl!r the simpl icity of the system. Funhcrmorc. user is also able to 

till in the fonn easily bccausl! the design of the form is not complex 

2. lntclli~ent Filtering 

Tiu · sy ·tem wi ll perform 1111 intcll igl!nt search in the database, where the re!levant 

anforrn11t1on will he filt l!red out nmJ dl1spl 11y to the 111\er Tl11s filtering 1s usmg the 

ncuml nl!l\ ork to tilter the rclevnnt itlotu from the irrclcvunt duta. Aficr that, the 

rclcv11111 dotn. wtm:h 1s required hy the users. will he d1spl11ycd to the users 
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3. Prediction of R~identia l Pro11crty JPriccs 

Unlike other property sites, which just providc the St!nrching for r~sidcntial 

property, this system also provides the prediction of the current property prices on 

the market. This feature will assist user in making dl!cision about ' hich property 

to buy from the result of the search. 
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6.2 System limitaJions 

System limitations arc the shortcomings of the system thut was hmlt. r nch of the 

limitations found wi ll be discussed as fo llow: 

I. Offlinc Searching 

This system will search for the result otninc, where it get the data from database 

and then send it to the neural network to perform the searching for relevant data. 

Thus, the database has to be updat1ed often so that new data is avai lable for 

searching. 

2. Search Space 

This system is built to search for residential houses that arc avai lable in Mnloysin 

only. Therefore, the system can only be used to search for houses in Malaysia 

according to state. 

3. Browser Limitations 

Currently, this system can only supports Jntcmet Explorer 4.0 or higher version. 

llws, the cl ient must use Internet Expllorer only to browse the interface. 
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6.3 Future Enltancemelll 

It is found out that the system developed has some dc.!licicncics. Thus, it i. suggested 

here, that some enhancement be made to the system in the future to make it more 

P<>werful. Below are some of the suggestions for the enhancement: 

I . Integrate with a more powerful database 

The database used in the system is Microsofl Access 2000. It is possible that the 

system will be integrated wi th a mone powerful database such as Microsoft SQL 

server 6.5 or Oracle and so on. A pO\verf ul database can provide fl exible handling 

of data and systematic arrangement i1n the datubase. In addition to that, this kind 

of database is easier to manipulate ex~sting data such as add, delete, modify and it 

also can supports a lot more users. 

2. Online Searching 

Currently, the system only perfonned offiinc searching from the database. In the 

future, the system can be enhanced 110 perform onlinc search from the WWW. 

With onlinc searching, the data that i ~; accumulated will be stored in the database 

and then feed into the neural network to pcrfonn the filtering of relevant data for 

users. Thus. the data provides to the iusers will always be the latest because it 1s 

found from the WWW. 
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and thus they can train their own network, as they like without h 11\ mg to consider 

about other users. 

6. User manua l fo r learning and using neural network 

If users arc provided a neural network as said, then they must have some basic 

knowledge about neural network in order to train it. Thus, a user manual to learn 

and use a neural network in the conticxt of this system will be provided to users. 

With this user manual, users can have a better view of how the neural network 

works in this system and so they can train it the right way. 

7. Develops a stand-a lone a pplications using Matlah 

This system is currently using I ITML and ASP in developing its front-end and 

also uses llS as its web server. Thus, it needs to be linked to Matlab using n DLI . 

file because the environment is different. This will makes the system slow down 

because it has to invoke Matlab every time the system is used. 

Fortunately, Matlab has its own web server and users can also create tht:ir own 

interface using the graphics properties. With this ability, this system can be 

enhanced to a stand-nlonc application using only Matlab to develop it. This will 

mukc the system now helter nnd increased its speed hccuusc the front-end and 

buck-end of the system nre us mg the s1t1mc development environment 
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3. Integrate with other browsers 

The system use only the Internet Explorer browser. thus. in thi: future it 1s hope 

that it can use other browsers such as Netscape or other bro\\ :ers. If this is done, 

users can use this system more nexiblle where they can use an browser to browse 

i l. 

4. Provide user the ability to train the filtering agent 

The filtering agent , which is the neural network for filter out the relevant data, is 

trained and updated by the administrator for now. This feature can be extended, 

where users can train the network tin11e by time so that the network performance 

will get better. furthermore, it wi ll save the administrator a lot of time to reLmin 

the network frequently because if the network is not retrain, the network 

performance will go down as time goes by. If the users train the network 

frequently, the network wi ll give a m0tre intelligence performance. 

S. lJscr login account 

For now, this system docs not provide user login und thus concurrency problem 

wi ll arise sometimes. In order to solve this problem, the system will provide a 

user login feature, where users can have their own account. In the account, users 

arc provided the history of their previ1ous nct1v1ty Previously, 1t 1s mentioned that 

users cnn tram the network themselves, so together with this feature: user. can 

huvc their own ncutnl nctwor~ for lli ltcnng. In other word~. whenever a user 

registered for nn uccount. u pre tru inc:d neurul network will be provided to them 
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6.4 Problems Encountered And Solutions Taken 

During the entire course of this project, there are n lot of prohk m. l'm:ountcred whether 

non-technical or technical problems. r:ortunattely, solutions nrc found for every problem 

that was encountered. The fo llowing arc the problems encountered and the solutions 

taken to overcome it. 

1. Problem: Lack of knowledge in Ar t ificia l Neura l Network 

Artificial neural network is a new subject to me and 1 have little knowledge about 

it. Thus, I have to study the subject for the project. This subject proves to be quite 

diflicult to understand especially for tlhose who do not has any prior knowledge of 

it. This is because there arc many new terms in the subject and the way the 

network function is also hard to undcrstund. Because of this, learning the artificiul 

neural network at first is quite a challc:ngc. 

Solution Ta ken: 

The solution I have taken to solve this problem is that I do a lot of' research on the 

subject. I also sought some advice from my project supervisor whenever I 

encountered some c.Jillicult ics in understanding the subject. 

2. P robh•m: Difficulty in chomcing a ne111rnl network to use 

There ore many types of neuml network nvo iluhlc und cnch of them has its own 

use. Furthennorc. the lc11m111g rules uml the trnming method ore al ·o d1flcrcnt for 
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each network. Thus, it is very difTicult to choose ' hot t. ' J1<:S of nct\\ork to 

implement in this system so that it is suitable for the systt:m. 

Solution Taken: 

I have done a lot of researching in order to determine which type of network to 

implement in the system. Basically, llhe determination of a network is based on 

the problem to be solved. Different type of network can solve different problem 

like classification, pattern recognition and so on. Thus, I have to determine the 

problem to be solved by the network fi rst before I can choose the type of network 

to be used. Finally, the LVQ network is chosen because it is suitable lo do 

classification define by the users, which is needed by the system. 

3. Problem: Inexperience in the chosen1 pro~ramming lan~uages 

During the coding period, I have encountered a lot of problems with the 

programming languages. This is due to my lack of experience in the programming 

languages such as V8Script , Matlab and so on. Therefore, when coding I have 

made a lot of errors and thus made problems sufficed in the system 

Solution Taken: 

To solve this problem, I have done some trials nnd errors on the coding to make 1t 

work. 13t:sides this, I nlso referred to reference books whenever 1t is possible I 

ulso get some infomiut1011 from ·ome of my friend regurding the problem because 

some ot'them ulrcndy hove ~ome knowledge of the programming languages 
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4. Problem: Difficulties in training the neural network 

To train a neura l network to do what you wnnt dc.!sired is not un c:us~ tusk. This is 

what r experienced during the training of the neural network. Whenever l tried to 

train it, the result it gave is not wha1t I want. Therefore, I have to train it many 

times with different parameters because the parameters can affect the training. 

The parameters that meant here are number of epochs, learning rate, learning 

function, number of neurons and so on. The LVQ network is quite difficul t to 

train because it has to classify the data as defined by the users and there are quite 

a lot of data to be classified. 

Solution Taken: 

In order to achieve the right truining, I have done some trials and errors method 

where I change the parameters until the network get the right training. In other 

words, the networks get to learn what it is supposed to do. 
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6.5 Knowledge Gained 

After fini shing this project, I have gained a lot of knowh!dgc ns \\Cll us l!xpcn~ncc in 

various aspects. The knowledge gained is as follow: 

I. Knowledge of Artificial Neural Network 

I have really learned what is an atrtificial neural network is and the power it 

can provides to do something. Basically, neural network can be applied in 

many areas where it can replace conventional programming whenever 

possible. 

The advantages of neural network: compare to conventional programming arc 

many such as neural network can do classification, pattern recognition, which 

conventional programming still cannot do. With the knowledge of ncurn l 

network, one can choose which programming method is more suitable for a 

system. In other words, there are other ways to develop a part icular system 

besides conventional programming. 

I also teamed how to apply a neuiral network to an application. Furthcnnore, 

the techniques to truin and create a neural network are also learned. Besides 

nil this. I have gained the knowledge of how 11 I. VQ network works und how 

to use it for classification 
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2. Techniques in designing and maintaininl! u database 

There are many ways to design a.nd maintnin n d111nba.'\c. But to choose the 

right way needs some experience in th is nrca. This is whnt \ teamed during the 

implementation of the database or this systl.!m. It can be sajd that to design a 

database is quite a difficult task because a system needs a lot of table and 

queries and the relationships benvccn tables also have to be declared. This 

task needs a lot of effort to do especially when I do not have experience in it. 

But after a while dealing with it. I start to get the control of it and the task 

have became easier. 

The database needs to be maintained after it is created such as updating new 

information or delete irrelevant information. The techniques for th is task is 

also not easy but wi th some experience it can be done. Therefore, aft er th is 

project, I have learned how to design and maintain a database to make the 

system more manageable. 

3. Knowledge of using Matlab 

Matlab is a powerful progmmming language for technical computing. It is 

used in this system to implement the neurul network and provide access to 

dutubuse. Aller using it . I really huve lcurned the benefits it can give to create 

nn apphent1011 It c1111 Cll.!Utc11 stun 1-ulone upphcn11or1s und also cnn pcrfonncd 

n lot of lcchnicul comput ing in thl.! engineering fie ld like signal processing and 
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·---=-----
so on Matlab provide 1tl:i own web server for web applt~::ltll)tl~ ;md 1t als,.) l'<lll 

convert an M file to('/(·· 1 source code u-.;ing till.' pll)\ 1<.kd t ' l ' l • l'l)lllp1k r 
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6.6 Conclusions 

After conducting some analysis and survey on the project previously. it l'lln he concluded 

that an intelligent agent is built to solve problem where conventional system still lacks 

the abi lity to do so. Intelligent agent can be applied in many areas. but it is most useful in 

electronic commerce especially in online transact ion. This agent wi ll help user to search 

for relevant infonnation on certa in products. Housing development is an area where this 

system can be applied to assist user to make decision on what house they want to buy. 

Finally, the system that was proposed in th1e 3181 reports has been built with a little 

modifi cation to the previous proposed system. The modifications made arc the searching 

pan, where the searching is perfonned on the offi ine rather than online as proposed 

Previously. This modification docs not affoct the perfonnancc of the system, because the 

system is built to do intell igent task like providing users with relevant information, which 

is done in the neural network. However, it is hoped that th is features will be implemented 

in the fu ture. 

The system built, can do two muin tasks, which arc the searching of property and 

Prediction of the current property prices. The:sc two functions arc implemented using the 

neural network method. The searching of property, which is the Fi ltering Module 

discussed earlier cnn find the most rclcvnnt property to uscr!-1 according to their 

requirement. L VQ network is u~cd to implcmc;nt this function. 
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During the progress of this entire project, I have learned a lot of new th mg. nnd ulso hnYe 

encountered a lot of problems, which were menticmcd in thl! nbo e sections. Tht: most 

difficult part in the project is the coding of the system. This is hecuusc, new progmmming 

languages have to be learned and a lot of errors found during the coding. Besides the 

technical th ings, I also have the opportunity to discover about the importance of 

teamwork since this is a group project. 

This system can now be used to assist users in making decision when they want to buy 

residential properties. On the whole, the objectives of th is system is met, where users is 

provided relevant information on what they want as well as a price predictor to assist 

them in making decision when they are buying houses. 
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APPENlDICES 

Appendix A: U~cr Input Interface 
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Appendix B: Result Page 
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Appendix C: Attribute.~ of Neural Network in Mntlnb 

net = 

Neural Network object: 

architecture: 

numlnputs: I 
numLaycrs: 2 
biasConnect: lO; O] 
inputConnect: l 1; 01 
layerConnect: f O O; I 0 I 
outputConncct: f O I J 
target Connect: f O I J 

numOutputs: I (read-only) 
numTargcts: I (read-only) 
numlnputDelays: 0 (read-only) 
numLayerDclays: 0 (read-only) 

subobjcct structures: 

inputs: { Ix I cell } of inputs 
layers: {2x I cell } oflaycrs 
outputs: { I x2 cell } containing I output 
targets: { I x2 cell} containing I target 
biases: {2x I cell} containing no biases 
input Weights: {2x I cell} containing I input weight 
laycrWcights: {2x2 cell } containing I llaycr weight 

functions: 

adaptFcn: 'aduptwb' 
initFcn: 'initlay' 
pcrf onnFcn: 'mse' 
trainFcn: 'tra inwb I' 

parameters· 

nduptPnrnm. pusses 
initPunun: (none) 
pcrformPunun: (none) 
trni11Pnrnm: .epochs . . show . . I imc . . Ir 
weight 1111d bins vnlucs: 
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other: 

JW: {2x I cell} containing I input weight matrix 
LW: {2x2 cell} containing I layer weight matrix 
b: {2x I cell} containing no bias vectors 

userdata: (user stufl) 
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Appendix 0: Example of Network Weights 

Input Weights (net.fW {I, I}): 

2.6734 l. 5755 0.9 135 1.7293 1. 5996 
4.8293 7.6972 9.0835 7.0383 7.3286 
-0. 1424 -0.2274 -0. 1571 3.0965 2.260 I 
5.7994 7.1682 5.4595 5.8997 6. 152 1 
5.7994 7. 1682 5.4595 5.8997 6. 152 1 

Layer Weights (nct.LW{2, I }): 

I I 0 0 0 
0 0 I I 
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Appendix E : Example of Data For T rn ining 

Trammg Set 

Po [Q 0 3 0 ., 6 0 0 !.> 2 0 0 I 0 I I () 0 0 0 a l) 0 0 0 D 0 s 0 5 1 ; 
0 2 2 0 l 3 0 C) 0 (, 0 0 0 0 I 0 2 1 0 0 0 4 0 7 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 6 O; 
0 0 1 0 12 0 0 7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 2 0 0 0 B 0 9 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 7 O; 
0 2 9 ~ 8 0 2 0 0 3 7 0 0 0 0 4 3 1 3 0 9 0 3 9 2 3 9 0 7 0 8 1 ; 
0 0 0 II 9 0 1 0 0 0 8 .3 0 0 1 5 '1 l 0 0 a 0 3 2 l 10 0 0 l 10 9 1 J ; 

1'"'(2 1 1 2 1 I I 1 l 1 2 2 I l I I 1 2 2 2 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 1 1 1 1 ] ; 

P lnrut Vectors 

T - Target Outriut 

1<:.,1 .\'('1 

P2 (0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 0 0 5 3 3 0 0 5 0 0 2 0 2 0 ;> J i 0 0 _, 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 2 2 2 0 0 2 2 0 0 0 2 2 2 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 2 0 11 0 10 8 9 l 0 0 0 0 0 l 
2 1 0 0 1 9 0 3 l l I l 0 0 I I 0 2 II ~ 2 l 0 0 0 I 10 0 

l 0 0 0 tJ 0 0 I 1 I l I 0 0 0 I () Ii ) 
£ 0 2 I I I I 3 8 l 0 o I ; 

·1·2 [2 1 2 2 2 2 2 l l I l 2 I l l ?. I l l 1 2 2 2 1 l : 

PJ lnriut Vector., 

I "> Target< >utput 

I
.,, ..... 
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Appendix F: LVQ network architecture 

Input Compolit1vo I .1ycr 
( ) ( 

II I' 
1111 1>1 

,Ip • I \ i,. I 

\..!:_J 
11 . "' - 11 

II rompr l 111 l 

lW {I, I} - Input Weights. 

LW {2, I} Layer Weights. 

c 

.\ ' 

' 
.. 

\ ' I 

) 

II 

Lmcilr Lilycr 

\ . ' 

1iurd111( L \\ 

C == Competitive Transfer Function (compel ). 

a ( I) - Output from competitive luyer. 

a (2) - Output from linear layer. 

n ( I) = Input to compel transfer function . 

n (2) - Input to p11re/111 transfor function. 

1 2~ 

..... Wocro 

H - # clcmc~s in 
Input voctor 

, ,_ # oompcht vo 
neurons 

,\ - # I near neurons 

.... ) 

.. ) 
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Appendix G: Sample Matlab Source Code 

%File simul.m 

feature('dispatchjava' , I); %open database toolbox 

conn = database('url_store'," ,");%open database connection 

curs = exec( conn , 'select ID,Type,Area,Price,Bcd,Bath from preprocessed'); 
%execute sql statement 

curs = fetch(curs); 
a2 = curs.Data; 

for i=J :97 
id(i) = [a2(i,1)]; %get data 
type(i) ~ [a2{i,2} ]; 
area(i) =- la2{ i,3} ]; 
price(i) - [a2{i,4}j; 
bed(i) [a2(i,5} 1; 
bath(i) [a2{i,6}1: 

end 

p2 = (typc~area; pricc:bcd ;bath I: %input of data to be simulate 

net - newlvq(fO 8;0 14;0 13;0 10;0 10] , 5. l.6 .4J);% create a LVQ network 

ncuw {I, I} = r 4.5700 
3.1004 
-0.1922 
6.0857 
6.02 12 

7.4209 8.8886 6.8948 7.1908; %initialized input weight 
1.5374 0.8177 2. 11 22 1.5276: 

-0.3279 -0.2823 3.4500 2.5928; 
7.428 1 5.209 1 5.9396 6.437 1: 
7.4257 5.2477 5.907 1 6.40071: 

net .LW( 2, 1} 11 I I 0 0 : o/oinitiulizcd luycr weight 
0 () 0 I 11: 
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a == sim(net,p2); %simulate the network 
y = vec2ind(a); %change the output from vector to indices 

for j= l :48 

exdata {j , I } == id {j}; %get data to be exported 
exdata {j ,2} = y(j ); 

end 

cur2 = exec( conn, 'select 10 ,result from rm result'); 
cur2 = fetch( cur2); 
r = cur2.Data; 

del = exec( conn, 'delete • from nn _result'); 

col names = {'lD','result'}; 

get(conn, 'AutoCommit'); 

insert( conn, 'nn_result', colnames, exdata);%insert data to database 

del2 exec( conn, 'delete • from nn _result where result I'); 

close( conn); %close database connection 

124i 
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Appendix H: Example of ASP Source Code 

'File datain.asp 

<%@ Language-= VOScript %> 

<HTML> 

<HEAD> 

<META NAME="GENERATOR" Content="Microsoft Visual Studio 6.0"> 

<!HEAD> 

<BODY background=Clear_Day_.jpg> 

<FORM action=dis.asp id,.-fonn I mcthod=post name=fonn I 

style="VERTICAL-ALIGN: middlc"><STRONG> 

Dim ptypc, price , area , bed , bath, ans 

Set ptypc - Rcqucst.Fonn("Typc") 

Set price = Request. Form("pricc") 

Set area = Request.Fonn("statc") 

Set bed Rcquest.Fonn("bedrm") 

Set bath = Request.Form("bathnn") 

if ptype - "please select" Then 

Response. Writc("Plcnsc input the house type") 

Else If price "no preference" Then 

Response. Writc("Plcnsc input the price") 

c l sci f urcu "pleuse sclccl" Then 

Response. Wrilc("Plcnsc input the stuto") 
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Elself bed = "no preference" Then 

Response. Write(" Please input number of bedroom") 

Elself bath = "no preference" Then 

Response. Write(" Please input number of bathroom") 

Else 

End if 

Dim condb , rsqucry , strSQL 

Set condb = Server.CreateObject("ADODB.Conncction") 

condb.ConnectionString - "Provider=Microsofl.Jet.OLEDB.4.0; Data 
Source=C:\I ntcl I igent Agent\url _store. mdb 

condb.Opcn 

Set rsqucry - Scrvcr.CrentcObjcct("ADODB.Rccordsct'') 

strSQL2 = "DELETE • FROM user _input" 

rsquery.Open strSQL2, condb 

strSQL "SELECT• f-ROM user input" 

rsquery.Open strSQL, condb 

strl = "INSERT INTO user _input (type, urca,pricc, bathroom, bt!droom)" & 

"VALUES("' & ptype & "','" & area & '"," & 

''"' & price & '","' & bath & "',"' & bed & "')" 

condb.Exccutc strl 

rsqucry. Close 

condb.Closc 
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You have selected these fields: 

</STRONG><STRONG> 
<br></STRONG><STRONG.;>'fypc&nhsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp:&nhsp:&nbsp:&nbsp;& 
nbsp; 

: <%=ptype%></STRONG>....-STRONG><br> 

Price Range: <°/o=price%><br> 

State&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; 

: <%=area%><br> 

Bedroom&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; : <°/o=bed%><br> 

Bathroom&nbsp;&nbsp; : <%-=bath%> <br> 

<% 

'Assign a key to user input. 

Dim conn2 , strk I 

Dim user_typc, user area, user price, user bathroom, user bedroom 

Set conn2 Servcr.CrcatcObjcct("ADODB.Conncction") 

conn2.ConnectionString = "Provider-Microsoft.fot.OLEDl3.4.0; Data 

Source=C:\Intelligent Agent\url store.mdb" 

conn2.0pcn 

Set del conn2.Exccute("Dclcte •From user_id") 

Set strk I conn2.Exccute("Sclect typc,typclD From user input,typc2 Where type -

I louse _Type ") 

Set strk2 conn2.Exccutc("Sclcct urcu,nrenll) From user input,urcn2 Where area -

state ") 
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Set strk3 = conn2.Execute("Sclect pricc,pricclD From user input,pricc.2 Where price 

Price_ Range ") 

Set strk4 = conn2.Exccute("Selcct bathroom,bathl D from user_input,bath Where 

bathroom = Bath") 

Set strk5 = conn2.Execute("Select bcdroom,bedlD From user_input,bed Where 

bedroom = Bed ") 

Set ptype = strk I ("typelD") 

Set parea = strk2("areaJD") 

Set pprice = strk3("pricelD") 

Set pbath = strk4("bathl0 ") 

Set pbed = strk5("bedl0") 

Set strk7 - conn2.Exccute("INSERT INTO user id (typcidu, areaidu, priceidu, bcdidu, 

bathidu)" & 

"VALUES ('"& ptype & "',"' & parca & '"," & 

""' & ppricc & "',"' & pbcd & "',"' & pbath & "')") 

conn2.Close 

%> 

<% 

Dim connJ. rsqucry2 , strpSQI. . strp l. s1rp12, strpJ. strpSQL2 

Set connJ Server. CrcuteObjecl(" /\ IX>DB. Connect ion") 
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conn3.Connectionstring = "Providcr=Microsofl.Jct.OLED0.4.0: Datu 

Source=C:\Jntelligent Agcnt\url storc.mdb" 

conn3.0pen 

Dim typeid , arcaid , priceid , bcdid , bathid 

strp2 = conn3.Execute("DELETE • FROM preprocessed") 

Set strpSQL = conn3.Executc("SELECT • FROM user_id") 

Set typeid = strpSQL("typeidu") 

Set areaid = strpSQL("areaidu") 

Set priceid = strpSQL("priccidu") 

Set bedid = strpSQL("bedidu") 

Set bathid =- strpSQL("bathidu") 

Set strp = conn3.Execufe("SELECT •FROM detail2") 

do until strp.EOr 

Set ID = strp("dctaill D") 

Set htypc = strp(" l lousc_Typc") 

Set area strp("Arca") 

Set price = strp("price id") 

Set bed ,... strp("Ocdroom") 

Set bath - strp("Bathroom") 

pro_typc .. strpSQL("typcidu") - strp("l lousc Type") 

pro urea strpSQL("urenidu") - strp("Arcu") 

pro price strpSQL("priccidu") - strp("pricc id") 

pro bed strpSQI .("hcdidu") - str p("llcdroom") 

110 
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pro_bath = strpSQL("bathidu") - strp("Bathroom") 

if pro_ type<O Then 

pro_typc pro_type•(-1 ) 

End if 

if pro_ area<O Then 

pro_area - pro_area•(- 1) 

End if 

if pro price<O Then 

pro _pncc pro _price•(- I ) 

End if 

if pro_bed<O Then 

pro_bed pro bed•(-1) 

End if 

if pro_ bath<O Then 

pro_bath - pro_bath•(-1 ) 

End if 

Ap(lt"ntllttS 

strp3 = conn3.Exccute("INSERT INTO preprocessed (Type, Arcn, Price, Oath, Bed, 

ID)"& 

"VALUES('" & pro type & "',"' & pro area & "'," & 

'"" & pro price & "',"' & pro bath & '","' & pro bed & '","' & ID & "')") 

strp. Move Next 

Loop 

conn3.Closc 
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</STRONG></FORM> 

<FORM action-=dis.asp id=form I method post nnmc form I 

style="VERTICAL-ALIGN: middle" ~ 

<P><STRONG>Pleasc click the submit button to confirm the 
selection. </STRONG></P> 

<P>&nbsp;</P> 

<P><fNPUT name=submit I type- submit va lue=Submit 
>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;<input 
name="Back" typc- "bunon" valuc- "Back" 
onCJick="javascript:self.history.back()"></P'> 

<P> 

</P><lfORM> 

<P><LA BEL></LA BEL>&nbsp; </P> 

<P><LABEL><ILABEL>&nbsp;</P> 

</BODY> 

</HTML> 
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Appendix I: User Manua l 

Main Page 

.... 
1011ch p1up11ty I mlC!J piud!goi I ua!n p1ud!ctor 11010 c11lculatg1 I dhacto1l111 I coo1ad u• I ll.lunll 

Lin"-' 

Search J'roperty 

• Function: Go to the Search Property page. 

l'rl('t' J'redu:tor 

• Functiorr (io to the Prrce Ptcdictrn puue. 
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Train Predictor 

• Function: Go to the Train Prcdictc:>r page, which is ncccssihlc only to 

administrator. 

loan Calculator 

• Function: Go to the Loan Calculator page. 

Directories 

• Function: Go to the Directories p:age. 

Contact (!.,· 

• Function: Go to the Contact Us p.age. 
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Search Property Page 

Search Property 

0-m Property ........_ .. 
<)ra Predict°' ... ~ 
Or•• PredictOf ............ 
Q _, ClktJletor 

0 DlrectOO.. 
lllllliflf~t1'1••• 

Contect u. 

0 lloftM 

uarch property I pace p11d1cta1 I tra!O p11d1cil,g,[ I loan calculaJ.Or I d1rac1gnu I cao1tct .ua I ll.ami 

lluttons 

Search l'roperty 

• Function: Go to Search Propcny page. 

l'rtc:e l'red1ctor 

• Function. Go to the price predictor page. 

/,m m ( 'a/c:ulutor 

• Function Go to the l.oun "'ulculu~or pnge 

I I ~ 
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Directories 

• function: Go to the Directories page. 

Contact Us 

• Function: Go to the Contact Us page. 

Back 

• Function: Go back to the previous page. 

Submit 

• Function: Submit the search property fonn for searching. 

Reset 

• Function: Reset all the fields in the search property fonn. 

Search Property Form 

Property 'l'ype Field 

• f:'unction: Let user select the property type of their search property. 

State Field 

• Function: Let user select the stute of their search property 

l'r1c:e Nun~' ' 

• Functiorr Let user select the price· runge of their seurch property 
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Loan Calculator Page 

O-m"09W'Y 
C>r-PrlldlcCOf 

C)rr11n PredldOf 

()._, Cele.,... or 

0 llredelfte• 

a ContectU. 

a 11omo 

Loan Calculator 

,..,,.,....,. .............. ..... , ... ............... 
.....,, 11111•• 

uarch propony I 011e1 01udu:J..Q.1 I ll~ ·n prudtt tor 110110 c,tlculJIQr I wc1pn11 I Lont1u:t ug 1 llltrw 

Loan Calculator Form 

Property !'nee Field 

• Function: Let user to input the price of the property they want to buy 

Down l'ay111e111 Field 

• Function: Let user to input the down pnyment of the property they wnnt to 
buy 

• Function I.ct the 11-;er to 111p11t th1t: pc1iods of the Imm 
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Interest Rate Field 

• Function: Let the user to input th•c interest rate of the loan. 

Monthly Installment Field 

• Function: Let the user to input th1~ monthly installment of the loan. 

Buttons 

Back 

• Function: Go to the previous page. 

Ueset 

• Function: Reset all the fields in the loan calculator form. 
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Contact Us Page 

~ · 

0-m Property 

C>rtat "'e«iicl Of 

C)rrlln l'l'edk1oo

O.o.i CalwNilcw 

0 llrectOI ... 

Q ConlectU. 

0 Home 

Contact Us 

, 
f 1 hcrve s~:ne Feedback. ::J 

111rcb praponx I ocico p1ad1tto1 I 1r110 p11dic101 1 lo•n ca1'11li1Ar I dJIH.1.Quu I CJllllatLu1 I hQJJla 

Contact Us Form 

Yvur Name Field 

• Function: Let the user to input their name. 

Your 1~·111ail Field 

• Function: Let the user to mput their E-mni l nddress. 

Suh.fC'c:I Field 

• Function I ct the user to selec t the t pc or fccdbuck they want 10 ~end 
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Your Message For Us Field 

• Function: Let the user to input the: feedback to the ndministmtor 

Buttons 

Back 

• Function: Go to the previous page:. 

Submit 

• Function: Let the user to submit their feedback fonn. 

Reset 

• Function: Reset all the fields in the contact us form. 
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Price Predictor Page 

<)-'di Prapef1y 

()rnce Predlctllf 

()rein Predictor 

0.-c•tHtor 
Q Dhctnr• 

0 ContedU. 

o ~ 

Price PredlcUon 

arnch property I cncc prod1clor I lta!Q prcdrcr~ I loan ca!cu!otpr I d1rcctonu I comact ua I ~ 

Price Prediction Form 

Property Type Field 

• Function: Let the user to input the property type they want to predict 

State J.'1eld 

• Function: Lei the user to input the stntc or the property they wont to predict 
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Number of Bedroom Field 

• Function: Let the user to input the: number of bedrooms of the property they 

want to predict. 

Area Range Field 

• Function: Let the user to input the area range of the property they want to 

predict. 

Buttons 

View l'erformance 

• Function: Let the user to view the performance of the prediction. 

Back 

• Function: Go to the previous page .. 

S11hm11 

• runction: Let the user to submit their prediction form. 

Reset 

• Function: Reset nll the fields in the prediction form. 
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Directories 

0 a 0<1one. 

0 Con1K1U. 

0 Home 

Dlrectorte1 

lntA1rence Comp111ln Interior Dnlgn 

AmmlCJ!n lptprn11!1onnl AM111nnco Co .. Ltdt. Cno!tgl Hgm11 Docg1ntor 

J.taJ~ltl1111R1lAIJD1uu.nu• IW.twl. Edlh.otRUt..IWJqnt Sdn Bhd 
MC!S !pauropco Eo!rcblld lpter!gn Sdp Bhd 

Ova1tuo2 Alluronre CgrporoUop 11!11 QD[bJ..d K1111tpx Sdn Bhd 

fguplu '1 IQIU11oc1 Cg Ull BHD TbomllH Dl(liqp1 Sdp 8bd 

Alp Cbpgnq 

Mnlawli1 Hqal!gCJ 

Mtrldlen 
M1Uobom11 

eJop111YSJ11£h 

RHllora D•nk & Flnend •l lntdtutlona 

Autb.f.ta!ovslo Qapk 

~ 
CIUOonk 
Hopq L1gpg Q1pk 

llliyQ1nk 

111arch prgo1r1x I DflCM p111d1C!gr I 11110 p11d1ctg1 I Joan caiculator I dutttguu I 1.0011•1 us I bluwt 

Links 

Insurance ( 'ompany 

• Function: L ink to some insurance company si tes 

• Function Lank to some interior design company s1les 

Appt ndk('S 
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Realtors 

• Function: Link to some realtor's company sites. 

Bank and Financial Institutions 

• Function: Link to some bank and financial institutions sites. 
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